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CHAIRMANS REPORT

This time last year we were wondering just what the future would hold for our Club. But thanks to the
tireless efforts of the transition Board and many volunteers, we were back on the pitch in both the NDSFA
competition and FNSW “Reps”. Thanks and congratulations to all involved.
From a competition perspective we have had mixed success, but the real success is no doubt the air of
enthusiasm and excitement that is around the Club – something I have not felt for some time. From the
general comments I receive, I know I am not the only one feeling this - it is reflected in the level of support
being received whenever we are looking for help with the numerous tasks that are involved in running a
Club of 1,000 members.
When taking on this role, I had a vision of what I would like to achieve in my 2 year term. The first item on
that agenda was to implement a new Constitution that gave members and individual sports a greater say
in how their club was run. This is nearly complete with the Board having voted to adopt the new
Constitution and members being given the opportunity to approve this at a Special General Meeting on 3rd
September.
I was also determined to build better working relationships with the community including other park users,
BMCC and NDSFA. It has been really encouraging to see these parties also keen to work together and
we are making steady progress in this area.
Next was to see our Club with better playing facilities – both the fields and amenities. Everyone knows
this is one of the greatest problems we face – just look at the playing surfaces at the end of the season.
Being the largest Club in the Mountains, our fields carry a much greater load than other clubs. Obviously
we don’t want to discourage participation – our key objective has to be getting people (especially kids) on
the park and having fun. This will no doubt be my greatest challenge as the cost associated with bringing
the fields to an acceptable and maintainable level is huge. I am encouraged by the acknowledgement
Council are giving to the problem and the interest being shown by our local, state and federal politicians,
but there is still a long way to go – this will be my 2012 priority and we will be establishing a Field
Maintenance & Management Committee to work on this.
Lastly I wanted to look at the overall sustainability of our Club. Having both NDSFA Grassroots Football
and FNSW “Reps” Football offers our members the opportunity to get on the park “just do it for fun”, or to
challenge themselves at more competitive levels. No doubt this is great for our members, but with it
comes challenges and difficulties of long-term sustainability. I am working with a number of members to
explore what options might be available to us to ensure we continue to build on the foundations that have
been laid while ensuring the future of football at all levels.
And I would be remiss not to acknowledge our netballers and darts players. While small in number, these
members have been a committed group determined to continue enjoying their sport under the SUFC
banner.
In closing, I would like to thank my fellow Board and Committee members, the numerous volunteers
within our members for their help and support this year. And I must also acknowledge the support of or
Club patrons, Louise Markus MP, Federal Member for Macquarie and Roza Sage MP, State Member for
Blue Mountains.
This was always going to be a trying year, but the efforts of the members has made it a lot easier than it
could have been and ensured you and your children have been able to enjoy another successful season.

Wayne Moloney
Chairman SUFC

Director of Finance Report
Financial position of the club remains strong and the fundraising levy continues to be well received with
approx $15000 again raised this year. Additional funds were raised from the Annual Golf Day and thank
you to the Men’s State League squad for organising and running it this year, the Trivia Night and our first
kids disco which proved to be so successful that there is another planned towards the end of the year.
A small portion of the funds raised have been used to purchase some much needed signage eg, field
numbers, field layout signs, scoreboard and some banners which we hope to put up at the beginning of
the 2012 season. The balance of the money is yet to be allocated however possible use is contribution to
the major works council plans on undertaking on the fields this summer.
Thank you again to all those volunteers who have manned the BBQ and done Canteen duty this year and
our Events Committee for their efforts with the fundraising activities plus our Merchandising Officer, Karen
Doran who has done a great job in selling our merchandise.

Anja Minney
Director of Finance

Darts
SUFC is registered with the Springwood Darts Association, the competition district is from Faulconbridge
to Glenbrook.
This year we saw a fresh set of faces represent our club in the art of darts. All the teams made our team
members very welcome, often giving us tips and advice.
Games start at 8pm on a Tuesday Night at various clubs and pubs within this area. There were 32 games
this season. We are in the bottom six teams, but all have thoroughly enjoyed the experience and will be
back next year. It would be great to have even more new faces next yar. If anyone is interested in playing
darts next season please contact gensports@springwoodunited.com.au
2011 Darts Team : Martin Kralj, Martin Doran, , Blake Doran, Adam Doran, and Ciaran O’Flanagan.

Netball
Under 9 Woodangels – non competition.
2011 was a big year for the Woodangels with several new players joining the team. All of the girls
improved in leaps and bounds this year and showed off their new and impressive ball skills. A big thanks
to Assistant Coach Caitlin Hanrahan and Managers Emily Cale and Julie Lawson for all of their help and
support this year. The team was:
Tahlia Lawson- quick and versatile, Tahlia demonstrated talent, skill and great enthusiasm in whatever
position she played
Emily Porter- strong and active, a natural defence player, Emily really grew this year and showed off
some new shooting skills
Molly Cale- attentive and energetic, Molly has a strong ability to read the game and move where she is
needed in both offence and defence
Hannah Stewart- enthusiastic and eager, as a newcomer to the game and our youngest player, Hannah
threw herself into every game
Casey Haydon- speedy and lively, Casey excelled across the court but showed defence skills above her
years
Drew Tracy- bubbly and keen, our pocket rocket Drew moved around the court with agility and
enthusiasm
Olivia de la Harpe- active and enthusiastic, Olivia is a versatile player who excelled in every position she
played
Molly Gale- joyful and active, Molly showed great passion and enthusiasm for the game
Ellie Gale- cheerful and eager, another newcomer to netball Ellie developed her skills as the season
progressed
Jess Brown- chirpy and talented, Jess worked her way around the court, showing a good understanding
of netball in every position she played.
2011 U9 Woodangels : Jessica Brown, Molly Cale, Ellie Gale, Molly Gale, Olivia de la Harpe, Casey
Haydon, Talia Lawson, Emily Porter, Hannah Stewart, Drew Tracy
Coach: Alison McLaren

Co-Manager: Julie Lawson

Assistant Coach: Caitlin Hanrahan

Co-Manager : Emily Cale

Under 11B Woodies – 8th
The Woodies have had a wonderful season in 2011. It was such an honour to coach these young people
and watch them grow every game and achieve so much over the season. It was lovely to see them
focussing not on winning or losing but enjoying playing as a team. No matter what the outcome, these

players came off the court smiling every week. I would like to thank the parents of the team for their
support of the children and myself throughout the season. I would also like to thank my Assistant
Coaches, Caitlin Hanrahan and Demi Gregory, for helping to keep training fun and energetic. Lastly, I
could not have got through the season without the assistance of the Manager, my good friend Nahdi. The
2011 Woodies are:

Jess Allen- we have watched her transform from a shy and quiet newcomer into a determined defender
who will not give up that ball! And she does it all with an undying smile.
Molly Cale- our youngest player, but boy can she move!! As the season progressed and her confidence
grew so to did the teams reliance on her enthusiasm and speed.
Jessica Denham- What a transformation from last season! She has developed into a beautiful shooter
who stands in front of her player and can shoot from any angle.
Niamh Hanrahan- a versatile and determined player, she reads the game beautifully and can play with
confidence in both defence and attack positions.
Kaitlyn Haydon- an enthusiastic newcomer to the game, she improved with every game, showing a
talent for shooting and attack. Watch out next year- she'll be shooting goals from the edge of the circle!
Jade Hill- good things come in small packages. Jade moves around the goal circle with speed and her
confidence she exudes when she scores a goal is uplifting to the whole team.
Alanah Kozumplik–Graham – our Miss Speedy. Her agility makes her a versitle in all attack positions.
She comes from nowhere to grab that ball – it has her name on it!
Lucien Robba- a fast and versatile player who reads the game of defence with a strong eye and is a
supportive and considerate team player
Henry Paul – a newcomer to the game, he has been a wonderful surprise package whose determination
as a defender saved many goals throughout the season
2011 U11B Woodies : Jessica Allen, Molly Cale, Jessica Denham, Niamh Hanrahan, Jade Hill, Kaitlyn
Haydon, Alanah Kozumplik-Graham, Henry Paul, Lucien Robba
Coach: Tammy Gregory

Assist Coaches: Caitlin Hanrahan and Demi Gregory

Manager: Nahdi Hanrahan

Under 17B Phoenix – 5th
The 2011 season has been a very rewarding one for the u17s team, Phoenix. Even though we did not
make it to the semi finals, the girls had their share of successes throughout the season, each developing
new strengths as players, and always managing to finish their games smiling.
With a mixture of new and returning players, the girls all proved to be very versatile, and each gave their
best in every position they played in. They were able to work wonderfully as a team, showing respect,
support and encouragement for each other throughout the season.
Although training sessions were not always regular, they were always fun. Pizza night proved to be a
great success – a good team building exercise with lots of talking and lots of laughs!
The 2011 u17s team are Bettina Ams, Tegan Beeby, Courtney-Lee Finch, Demi Gregory, Keely Gregory,
Madeline Galton, Caitlin Hanrahan, Demi Peake, Emma Tai and Ruby Thorburn.
It was an honour, as an adult, to coach teenagers who have the most remarkable respect for an adult.
Each of these girls is a credit to their parents and were a delight to have on the team.
I would like to thank the parents for their support throughout the season. I would also like to thank Dee
Galton for again taking on the role of Manager and for her help and assistance throughout the season.

2011 U17B Phoenix : Bettina Ams, Tegan Beeby, Courtney-Lee Finch, Medeline Galton, Demi Gregory,
Keely Gregory, Caitlin Hanrahan, Ruby Thorburn, Demi Peake, Emma Tai
Coach: Tammy Gregory

Manager: Dee Galton

Division 5 Contenders – 2nd
It has been a great year for the Contenders, finishing in second place going into the semi finals.
We were off to a slow start, but with regular training we soon saw our rhythm develop into a number of
wins over the season!
Introducing our amazing team:
Paula was our powerhouse Centre – giving strength and support to our mid court.
Kel shined as our resident Wing-Attack and despite the height of some of her opponents was able to gain
many intercepts!
Ruth our mid court all rounder proved an integral part of our team, unfortunately she had to finish up the
season earlier than expected with a fracture in her hand!
Sammie, a new addition to the team this year, perfected her distance shooting – it’s a shame there are no
three-pointers in Netball!
Kate perfected her holding technique and jumping to get those lobs. Kate and Sammie are like a well oiled
machine, anticipating each other’s movements constantly!
Marissa was highly committed and our star Goal Defence, giving it her all each week.
Anne was an essential part of our defensive team and proved a strong all rounder player
Mel - The interceptor, another fantastic defensive player, dedicated each week and played fantastically in
each position she took on!
Emma developed her Goal Keeper intuition and is the only player I know who manages to look like a
ballerina whilst defending!
I want to thank all of you that turned up on a regular basis to training – you are the heart of the team and
deserve an extra special mention.
Extra special thank you for Ruth, who stepped up again as manager this year, and took on the role of
scorer after her injury.
As our Coach, I'm very proud of what we have achieved this year both individually and as a team.
Congratulations!
2011 Div 5 Contenders : Paula Apps, Kate Ashworth, Melanie Ashworth, Anne Bostock, Samantha
Brooks, Marissa Hanslow, Ruth Henderson, Emma Lamont, Kellie Selwood
Coach : Kate Ashworth

Manager : Ruth Henderson

Division 6 The Rangers – 3rd
No report submitted.
2011 Div 6 The Rangers : Bettina Ams, Susanne Ams, Rachel Cam, Emily Doe, Lisa Harris, Christa
Hopwood, Alison McLaren, Kristen Morton, Jenny Punzalan
Coach : Alison McLaren

Manager

:

Jenny

Punzalan

GRASSROOTS FOOTBALL
SUFC Presidents Report Season 2011
As the season draws to a close the wet weather is still playing havoc on fixtures and finals. The season
has been very interrupted by rain, which has tested the patience of many with late game changes,
cancellations and rescheduling. This has pushed the finals 2 – 3 weeks back from original scheduling, so
at the time of writing we still have several teams competing for a spot in the Final. Let’s hope they all get
through.
Congratulations to the four Premiership Teams, of the 10.1, 14.1, and 16.2.
Congratulations also to the competition Runner Up teams of 10G.1, 12.1, 14G.3, 16G.1 Black 17/18.3 and
AA/3.
Our SSF teams continue to develop, and the display of skills and sportsmanship is a credit to the coaches
in these age groups. I am sure it is a highlight of the week for many players and parents to come along
Saturday morning and share the experience.
For all teams whether you tried hard all year and failed to reach your goals, or were there to just enjoy
your football, further your skills and have fun with your mates, thankyou for your contribution to this great
club.
To the coaches and managers of all the teams, thankyou from the Football Committee, players and
parents for your hard work, time and commitment to further the development of your players and teams.
Coaching continued to develop again this season with twenty one coaches completing a Grass Roots
Licence at Summerhayes Park. This November we also have a Youth Licence course booked at
Summerhayes Park, with many coaches committing to participate and enhance their skills for the benefit
in development of our players and teams as well as making training more of a fun and enjoyable exercise
for players whilst still gaining improvement. Next season will hopefully see an opportunity for a Senior
Licence on offer at Summerhayes Park from NDSFA.
There are a few workers behind the scenes that often go unnoticed, but whom contribute week in week
out to ensure that the players get on the park. Thankyou to Ian Strudwick who each week marks the lines,
relocates the goal posts and remarks the field mid season as well as the mowing of the grass when
BMCC cannot get to it. On top of this he is also the Competition Secretary contributing many more hours
in administrative duties communicating with NDSFA, other clubs and our teams plus weekend ground
control.
Season 2011 has seen new members to the Football Committee which has brought in some fresh
enthusiasm. To the FC members of season 2011 thankyou for all of your hard work to keep teams on the
pitch, the club could not run without you. Nigel Stubbs the Registrar for the many hours of unseen work
with data entry, late registrations and organising mountains of paperwork. Chris Zaccazan as Grading
Coordinator for running the grading plus organizing the trophy quotes, trophy lists and work with the
supplier. Michelle O’Flanagan Equipment Officer for many hours sorting and preparing equipment, and
work between seasons to prepare for the season ahead. Mark Cotter for the scheduling, training and
support of the Club Referees and making sure we had referees to as many games as possible. Michele
Kralj Female Player Representative for the work done with the female teams. Clive Dillen and the SSF
Age Coordinators for their work every week out on the park with the SSF teams. Paul Parlato Junior
Players Representative for many hours of commitment to ground duty and enthusiasm around the club.
Michael Segedin Assistant Treasurer for work on the budget and ground control, Noel Nielsen for taking
on the role of Senior Players Rep.

Thankyou to our very hard working Board Members Wayne Moloney, Andrew Harrop, Anja Minney and
Vicki Ruttley, giving many valuable hours to the club both at the park and administratively each week.
To add to the above are the Age Coordinators who are a vital hub of communication in ensuring our
coaches and managers are briefed on the draw and other needs to keep the teams playing football. In the
SSF the Age Coordinators do a fantastic job and make the committees job so much easier, thankyou.
Last, but definitely not least are the parents, siblings, partners, grandparents and others who attend the
games and offer support and encouragement whether winning or losing, without that support the game
would be just that, a game and not the great community that is Springwood United FC where you can
form friendships every Saturday and Sunday up at SHP and other fields around the district.
If there are any that I have failed to thank, my apologies as there are so many who offer their time and
services to keep the machine oiled throughout the year.
Good luck to the teams that are yet to play in the Final as well as our U14 Div 1 team who are going on to
represent the club and NDSFA at Champions of Champions.
Hope to se you all back in Season 2012.

Best Regards,
Chris Gilchrist
President of Grass Roots Football

2011 Annual General Meeting
4 pm Sunday 13th November 2011
Springwood Sports Club
Macquarie Road, Springwood
Followed by a sausage sizzle and jumping castle.

Merry Christmas and a Safe New Year

U5 Giraffes (non competition)
The mighty Giraffes started their inaugural soccer experience full to the brim with energy and enthusiasm.
Their first few matches involved many pairs of legs all scrabbling for the ball at the same time, however as
each week passed their team and ball skills improved.
Coaching seasons were enjoyed by the kids, despite the cold, and a big thanks to Tim the coach for his
efforts and commitment to the team, and to Katherine for her formidable parent managing skills.
Aiden, Daniel, Joel, Jonny, Lachlan and Olivier had a tonne of fun during the season and hopefully many
will return next year to continue to build their skills.
2011 - U5 Giraffes : Lachlan Waters, Jonathan Peters, Aiden Machon, Oliver Dickens, Joel Andrews
Coach : Tim Andrews
Manager : Katherine Machon

U5 Iguanas (non competition)
All the boys had a great first up year.
The early starts on a Saturday morning were a bit hard for the Mum and Dads, but everybody soon got
into the groove and all banded together to embrace the new challenge to see the boys really come to life.
All the boys had a great time learning new skills and interacting with their new mates which sometimes
played out on the field in lieu of keeping their eye on the ball.
However, coming into the backend of the season the boys are growing in confidence and really starting to
understand the art of teamwork, along with mastering the basic ball skills to one day become great little
champions.
They have even mastered the art of running in the right direction. Those reverse goals are brilliant!!
Bodie, Darcy, Luke, Matthew and Regan have all become great mates and it’s been a pleasure watching
them learn and grow.
A big thanks to Coach Brett for his patience and persistence in tackling the mighty task of coaching our
new recruits.
Also, a big thanks to the Mum and Dads, Grandparents and Friends who joined us during the year to
cheer on the team. It been a great year. Cheers!!!
2011 - U5 Iguanas : Darcy Weston, Luke Roorda, Matthew Nutland, Regan Huggins, Bodie Bennett,
Remy Amor
Coach : Brett Nutland

Manager : Craig Huggins

U5 Monkeys (non competition)
My goal at the start of the season for the boys was to have fun, and if they could run in the right direction
then that would be a bonus, and 5 months later, we had so much fun. The boys started like most boys
beginning their first year, a little bit tentative and getting to know one another, and the general rules of the
game. All the boys showed great improvement and are now playing as a team which is really pleasing. I
hope the boys had an awesome first year and will come back and continue to work on their skills they
learnt this season.
Thank you to all the parents who helped at training and for all the support for the boys during the game.
Monkey 1 – Kyden Cocoris
Monkey 2 – Tate Firth

Monkey 3 – Nicholas Hansen
Monkey 4 – Jack Nicholls
Monkey 5 – Benjamin Prior
Monkey 6 – Braeden Smith
2011 - U5 Monkeys : Braeden Smith, Benjamin Prior, Jack Nicholls, Nicholas Hansen, Tate Firth, Kyden
Cocoris
Coach : David Smith

Manager : Grant Nicholls

U5 Numbats (non competition)
The 2011 Soccer season saw the formation of the formidable U5 numbats. It’s always fun in the early
weeks watching an enthusiastic group of young players find their feet in the game, it’s truly impressive
how fast they pick up the basics, learning new skills each and every week. The energy and enthusiasm of
the Numbats never wavered, even when numbers were down and the weather conditions made it tough
they persevered with smiles on their faces!
Each individual players brought skills and strengths to the team this season. Louis Short was a pocket
rocket who did everything that was asked of him and more and Jasper is a star striker in the making,
always humble after a goal! Louis O’Connell was consistent and committed in defence and as the season
progressed showed his great kicking skills. Rowan (aka energiser bunny) simply never stopped running
until the whistle blew and Sam played every game with skill, enthusiasm and a smile on his face!
What a wonderful group of young players with great promise and much potential!
2011 - U5 Numbats : Louis Short, Louie O'Connell, Samuel Haythornthwaite, Jasper Douglas, Jordan
Campbell, Rowan Brischetto
Coach : Joe Brischetto

Manager : Stephen O'Connell

U5 Racoons (non competition)
The Racy Racoons have had a fabulous season, with lots of new skills learnt and new friends made both
within the team and the parents.
Chelsea - found her boots early in the season and was always on fire like her hair.
Aidan - was a chief scorer of “reversies” which we always counted as a goal as you need skill to get a
goal.
Daniel - was “on fire” once he realised the ball was there for him to kick and didn’t he give a kick when
needed.
Catlin - always did her best and showed the true sprit of our team of “have fun” with a constant smile on
here face.
Emily - showed here true foot work when she was on the field by being able to take the ball from one end
to the other.
Matilda - always had fun doing huge kicks and being her own biggest cheer squad.
A huge thanks to Diane for her support as manager and stand in coach when needed, and to all the
parents for reinforcing and embracing our Rule One “to have fun”.
2011 - U5 Racoons : Chelsea Steain, Caitlin Morelbutterworth, Matilda Holder, Emily Gilchrist, Daniel
Brown, Aidan Anderson

Coach : Scott Holder

Manager : Diane Morel

U5 Wolves (non competition)
An enjoyable season was had this year. A great introduction to organised team sport. This team showed
what having fun is really all about. Add to this the skill uptake and have a success. Well done to all of you
and we hope to see you all next year.
2011 - U5 Wolves : Rico Damelian, Ronan Hurley, William Hurley, Luke Harris, Caleb Bennett, Noah Barr,
Coach : Vincent Hurley

Manager : Jeff Harris

U5 Zebras (non competition)
The Under 5 Zebras started off the year like bees around the honey pot with enthusiasm so high we even
managed to steal the ball from our own players. As the season has progressed our skills have been
refined and we are no longer just having fun, but learning essential soccer strategies as we play.
Congratulations to Andrew, Addison, Fletcher, Declan and Elijah, we are so proud of you.
Thanks to everyone for a great first season.
2011 - U5 Zebras : Cameron Purcell, Addison Bradshaw, Declan Power, Fletcher Gapes, Elijah Edwards,
Andrew Dillen
Coach : Josh Edwards

Manager : Debby Gapes

U6 Alligators (non competition)
Thank you children for such an experience in assisting to coach you all this year!
Your enthusiasm for the game has been excellent. You all tried so hard and even though we didn’t
always win, you never gave up!
Anastasia you have been absolutely amazing and have probably been the improved over this season.
You got in there and tackled for the ball and didn’t give up.
Eliza, you tried so hard and even though you loved to socialize with everybody at the whole soccer field,
you turned up consistently to the games!
Evan when you got in there you really made a difference. You were so quick and often followed through
to score!
Luca you were such a quite achiever and did not ever give up. You always had so much fun which is
what it is all about.
Jaxon, wow you were amazing in the backs. You tackled the ball and worked the hardest to keep the ball.
Harry, outstanding! You got that ball and ran up the sidelines like a professional! Look out Harry Kewell.
A big thank you to Megan for doing most of the coaching and managing all year. Also thank you to all the
parents for timekeeping and all your support during the games.
Most of all – a huge thanks to the kids for putting in a massive effort all year.
2011 - U6 Alligators : Jaxon Fraser, Evan Davey, Eliza Manners, Anastasia Sawyer, Harry Gilchrist, Luca
Penserini
Coach : Megan Gilchrist

Manager : Jane Manners

U6 Emus (non competition)
The Under 6 Emus are a fantastic little team who have enjoyed a great season. This was the first time that
many of the kids have played football in a team and everyone has improved out of sight. Amy always has
a smile on her face, and is a committed and determined little player. Many a time Amy and Zoe have
enjoyed a chat mid match! Brayden has improved out of sight during the season, gaining more
confidence and skills each week and has a great boot. Cameron has the longest run up in the comp, is
always keen and has scored some great goals. Holly has a future in the Matilda’s, she is a great little
player, scoring many goals and also providing great defence. Zoe has given it her all each week, always
enthusiastic and wearing a big smile. Our coaches Emilie and Ben have taught the team some great
skills while completing a component of their Duke of Edinburgh and all the players and their parents have
appreciated the amount of time and effort they have both put into the team. As the season has
progressed we have learnt to work together and that when we do this we play great football. Most
important of all is that everyone has had heaps of fun! Hi 5 Emu’s!!!
2011 - U6 Emus : Cameron Trotter, Amy Rowntree, Brayden Horton, Lorrine Death, Holly McIlveen, Zoe
Leach
Coaches : Ben & Emilie Adams

Manager : Lachlan Leach

U6 Giraffes (non competition)
Another great year for the Giraffes. These boys just kept improving week after week.It may have been
something to do with their fantastic coach or perhaps is was the fact that they are a top bunch of little
blokes!! Either way it was great to see them get out there every game and try their hardest and more
importantly have fun!!
I would like to say a few quick words about each of my soccer superstars..
Vinnie - Such determination. Week after week he puts in 100%. Some fantastic tackles and impressive
ball skills. Great work Vinnie!!
Kai - Always a pleasure to watch this one. Forever smiling and eager to get in there amongst the action
whenever possible. Awesome team player. Well done Kai!!
Cayd - Very impressive ball skills. Great listening and improvement on passing the ball. A+ for effort. Nice
work Cayd!!
Max - So eager and keen. Always there in the thick of the action with his impressive ball skills. Great stuff
Max!!
Riley - Some great play by (my) Riley this season. Saw some real improvement. Good listening and team
play. Awesome Riley!!
Cooper - Great all rounder this one is. Shows fantastic ball skills and some great defence. Reads the play
well too. Nicely done Cooper!!
Thanks to all my Giraffes for a great season, thanks to my parent Giraffes for getting them there each
Saturday and a big thanks to our manager Rachel for all your time, emails and text messages throughout
the season.
2011 - U6 Giraffes : Riley Pagitz, Kai Harris, Max Jackson, Cooper Potter, Vincent Applebee, Cayd
Henderson
Coach : Danielle Harris

Manager : Rachel Pagitz

U6 Iguanas (non competition)
Another fun year of soccer was had by all. I know I enjoyed watching these wonderful kids every week.
Jackson Bagatella - Who we could always count on to score another goal.
Always quick Jackson saw us winning quite a few games.
Nyah Hutchings - Ran circles around some of those boys on the field, never afraid to take on most of the
them and scoring plenty of goals herself.
Patrick Moore - Pat was everywhere all the time, had great ball skills and scored plenty. Always fun to
watch.
Ryan Perryman - Ryan was the newcomer to the team and he seemed to slot in just nicely. He got it
worked out pretty quickly which way he was going.
Riley Thompson - Riley always had fun on the field, also scoring quite bit this year, he was all over the
field every game.
Bronte Tracy - Bronte is becoming quite the soccer player, getting in on the tackles and scoring a few
herself this year.
Well done to all the kids, parents and especially our "Super Coach Tom". Hope to see you all again next
year.
2011 - U6 Iguanas : Ryan Perryman, Nyah Hutchings, Bronte Tracey, Riley Thompson, Jackson
Bagatella, Patrick Moore
Coach : Thomas Moore

Manager : Kelly Thompson

U6 Kangaroos (non competition)
The Kangaroos had a great year! We had a lively and entertaining team, who improved their skills as the
year progressed. A big thank you to all players and parents involved, especially to Deb for her help as the
Manager.
Quiet and unassuming, Annabelle always put in 100% effort into her game and was an excellent helper at
training. Annabelle improved strongly throughout the season, and was a happy and energetic team
member. Well done, Annabelle!
Ben is a great soccer player. Ben has an enthusiasm for the game that is difficult to match. Both a natural
defensive and offensive player, Ben would enjoy switching between the two positions, displaying excellent
skills. Ben’s explosive runs and strong dribbling skills also earned him goal of the season! Well done, Ben!
James is our most improved player of the team. Quiet off the field, yet a very capable player on, James
really took to the game, showing very good skills with the ball, and even some explosive runs and strong
long range kicks. Well done, James!
Olivia is a natural at soccer! Tall, strong and athletic, Olivia has excellent kicking skills, capable of clearing
vast amounts of space and scoring some excellent goals throughout the season. Olivia always has a lot of
energy and spirit. Well done, Olivia!
Owen is the entertainer of the team. Owen greatly enjoyed displaying his theatrics and team goal
celebrations, worthy of any champion soccer and Broadway star. Owen is a very much improved soccer
player, demonstrating an understanding of the game and a determination to be involved that highlighted in
some strong defensive skills. Well done, Owen!
Texas is “Mr Natural” at soccer. A very cool, quiet and determined character, Texas demonstrated both
superior abilities in his strong defensive plays and very sharp striking, ball control and goal scoring. Texas'
ability to change gears in a game was amazing. Well done, Texas!
2011 - U6 Kangaroos : Annabelle Boon, Benjamin Robertson, Owen Edwards, Texas Down, James
Pollard, Olivia Sell

Coach : Jai Edwards

Manager : Deb Robertson

U6 Monkeys (non competition)
Another fun year of football was had by all. The Monkeys had a great year! We had a lively and
entertaining team, who improved their skills as the year progressed. A big thank you to all players and
parents involved with this team. We hope that you enjoyed it so much that you return in 2012.
2011 - U6 Monkeys : Lachlan Smith, Matthew Sullivan, Samuel Ford, Addison Powell-Newell, Tiago
Ribeiro, Lachlan Cotter
Coach : Richard Ford

Manager : Glen Sullivan

U6 Numbats (non competition)
2011 was the second year in soccer for most of the U6 Numbats with the welcome addition of two new
keen tyros in Lachlan and Harrison as well as a new coach when Tim kindly agreed to take on the
challenge of keeping all the boys focussed and playing to their best!
All the boys improved their skills as the season progressed and remained enthusiastic and energetic
regardless of the score, or the weather! A big thank you to Tim who juggled a new baby with first time
coaching, and also to all the parents and friends who very ably assisted at training, and cheered on the
boys each Saturday.
Alex- Alex is a talented player in both attack and defence. He is always willing to work hard for the team
and scored plenty of goals as well. Well done Alex!
Elijah- Elijah improved steadily as the season progressed and always runs hard and gives of his best
during training and the games. Good effort Elijah!
Harrison- Harry’s first year in soccer saw him grow in confidence and his enthusiastic running and
tackling were an asset to the team. Good job Harry!
Lachlan- Lachlan is a fearless defender who always tried his best in every game and he will continue to
improve. Great work Lachlan!
Will- Will has boundless energy and always ran and tackled hard and scored his share of goals as well.
Well done Will!
William- William is an enthusiastic and skilful player who always gave of his best to the team and scored
plenty of goals. Great job William!
2011 - U6 Numbats : Lachlan Emmanuel, Harrison Niblett, William Rogers, Wil Wrighton, Elijah
McGlenchy-Gildea, Alexander Wright
Coach : Tim Niblet

Manager : John Gildea

U6 Racoons (non competition)
Well-done U6 Racoons on what turned out to be a highly entertaining season. These little men reminded
us what small-sided football is all about – FUN.
This season was the first time these guys played together as a unit so naturally there were varied levels of
experience within the team. Nevertheless the boys bonded through a great sense of sportsmanship and
humour to ultimately become a team of friends.
I would like to congratulate our rookies Harry, Matthew and Riley on a fantastic first season as well as our
veterans Teyen, Thomas and Oliver. Each and every one of you boys did your families and friends proud.
Special thanks to Heidi our Manager for all her help and support throughout the year and not least

Marcelo our coach for all his time, encouragement and endless patience. He taught them skills, but more
importantly, to go out and have fun.
Hopefully we can do it all again next year! GO RACOONS!!!!!!
2011 - U6 Racoons : Matthew Linehan, Riley Bennett, Teyen Smith, Thomas Rizzuti, Oliver Rizzuti
Coach : Marcelo Rizzuti

Manager : Louisa Smith

U6 Wolves (non competition)
What a year!!! Continuing on from last year the boys all improved as the season went on. Harry, Joel,
Xavier, Nathan, Gabe and Alex all played with great team spirit and sportsmanship. There was a lot more
ball control and the keenness to get to that ball first was evermore present. We had a new team mate this
year in Xavier, and with a couple of games under his belt really started to enjoy the games. It was good to
see the boys sharing in the goals. The hunger had definitely grown from last season and the race to be
the the last one to touch the ball before it went in the net sometime saw the ball miss all together. Never
the less guys you were always exciting to watch and it was good to see you build on last years
experiences. Its a pleasure to see the friendships formed and good luck next year. Don't forget "TOO
MUCH SOCCER IS BARELY ENOUGH!!"
2011 - U6 Wolves : Gabriel Valle, Xavier Hartley, Alexander Robinson, Nathan Fokes, Joel Golder, Harry
Watson
Coach : Scott Robinson

Managers : Tony Fokes & David Watson

U6 Zebras (non competition)
2011 has been a great year for the Under 6 Zebras.
Austin displayed great enthusiasm in every game. His ball skills have constantly improved as a result of
his hard training and determination. As well, his sportsmanship has grown to an excellent standard
throughout the year.
Zach was a great asset to have in the team. He always showed a love and enjoyment for the game. Zach
is developing into a fine young player and sportsman. He could always be seen running from one end of
the field to the other to help the team.
Tylar demonstrated excellent soccer skills during the season, weaving his way towards the goal and
finishing with a fine shot. His attitude to the game was a great example to the team. He also displayed
good sportsmanship, always showing respect to other players.
Cameron has been the most determined and attacking player in all of Springwood. He was always hungry
for goals and was able satisfy his appetite to score in every match. There is no stopping this young player.
Cameron was an inspiration to us all.
Dylan was noted for strong attacking displays against the opposition teams. No one enjoyed a kick off or a
kick in more than Dylan. He loved to see the ball soaring down to the other end of the field. His pleasing
improvement did not go unnoticed.
Scott continued to show his great playing ability in both attack and defence. He never gave up no matter
how tired he was and could be relied upon to come up with an important play when it was needed. Scott
also showed that he was a good sport in all games.
Well done to all the boys and their parents this year. You have all been a pleasure to work with. The
parents' support and patience has been invaluable in making this season so enjoyable and successful.
Thank you all and keep practising!
2011 - U6 Zebras : Zachary Holtsbaum, Cameron Winfield, Scott Mclenaghan, Dylan King, Tylar
Jennings, Austin Boss

Coach : Joseph McLenaghan

Manager : Robyn King

U7 Emus (non competition)
What a great year the boys had. They have come so far since the Under 5’s and they continue to build on
their skills every week. Their ability to work as a team and pass the ball around is a pleasure to watch.
Mason was a quiet achiever and a natural defender who improved his tackling skills immensely by the
seasons end.
Isaac was relentless as always and full of enthusiasm. He covered the field from end to end and never
gave up.
Always with a smile on his face James improved his skills, had fun and tried hard every week.
Tommy had a busy year up front scoring some fantastic goals.
Cameron too scored plenty of goals this year and worked hard on his passing and teamwork.
Ethan thrilled us with some great ball skills and passing all over the field.
Thanks to our Manager Helen and extended support staff of parents for all their hard work organising the
boys on game day and for assisting the coach at training.
Thanks to our Coach Greg for all the time you dedicated to the team this year. The results show each
week when the boys entertain us with a display of teamwork and sportsmanship.
Congratulations Under 7 Emus!
2011 - U7 Emus : Mason Evans, Thomas Davies, Cameron Morris, Ethan Power, James De Hombre,
Isaac Mason
Coach : Greg Power

Manager : Helen Mason

U7 Foxes (non competition)
As a newly formed team the Foxes were a joy to watch when they had the opportunity to play. They
turned up to every match with a smile and enthusiasm. All of the kids will be finishing the season with
some new skills and a sense of sportsmanship thanks to the parents who trained, managed and
supported the team throughout the season. Well done Foxes !”
2011 - U7 Foxes : Max O'connor, Maeve Magner, Harlan Pound, Angus Durie-Fox, Liam Sibbald, Finn
McDonald
Coach : Alan Magner

Manager : Mary McDonald

U7 Giraffes (non competition)
What a lovely combination of boys and girl to make parents smile. Our team concept for the Giraffes has
been to enjoy ourselves, teach our kids good sportsmanship and learning some football skills. The kid's
determination, enthusiasm and sheer competitiveness, made trying to tell them that our game was about
having fun and not about winning, but as a coach and mum sometimes, I secretly wanted to shout , yep
we whoop them.
So to Liam, Daniel, Jayden, Ella, Declan and Dylan well done to all of you. There is so much potential in
these kids, I look forward to seeing you all on the soccer ground next season.
To Mark for being a huge support as a manager and to all the parents who helped either by being coach
on some days and canteen duty. Thank you.

2011 - U7 Giraffes : Jayden Tapuska, Ella Irvine, Liam Ahern, Daniel Salisbury, Dylan O'Flannagan,
Declan McKay
Coach : Michelle O'Flanagan

Manager : Mark Ahern

U7 Iguanas (non competition)
2011 Was a great season for the U7 Iguanas
Kicking off with training & then onto the games, the boys have progressed & developed their skills
brilliantly!
From week to week the whole team has grown, becoming a very strong & challenging -Liam has had a
terrific season, always their for his team & showed great skills -Ethan, a first time soccer player has
made it look easy! Enthusiasm & working hard each week -Conor never gives up, continually attacking
and supporting his team for the best possible results -Jack is swift & smooth, with great kicking & passing
skills combined with his long distance accuracy -Jaedon is always there, working amazingly hard ensuring
he is always in position for a shot at the goals -Lior is quick with excellent ball skills always moving
forward attacking & defending. Thank you to all of the parents for their great support & Manager Trevor for
keeping us up to date each week. As a coach I am very proud of the Iguanas as a team & individuals....
Congratulations.
2011 - U7 Iguanas : Ethan Nielsen, Jack Thomas, Liam Golder, Conor Cox, Jaedon Lotz, Lior Hadari
Coach : Sascha Lotz

Manager : Trevor Cox

U7 Jaguars (non competition)
The Jaguars this year comprised six children who never played together as a team however after the first
few weeks of the season anyone would of thought they had been playing as a team for the last couple of
years. The children formed a friendship right from the beginning of the season which was a contributing
factor to their ability to play as a team.
When you coach a group of children like the Jaguars, the coach's job is made easier because they have
an irresistible appetite to learn about the skills of the game. All they need is heaps of encouragement and
praise and they will do the rest. Jemma Bowley, although being the only girl in the team, certainly showed
the boys that she has the skill and ability to match them and made a valuable contribution. Tyrone Voytas
developed a sweepers role for the team and was quite often our last line of defence; having the ability to
turn defence into attack. Zachary Brown played like he had the ball on the end of a string; controlling it
with great affect as he weaved his way through the opposition. Brady Leehy was never one to shy away
and got involved at any opportunity; tackling hard and kicking the ball. Cameron Waters was able to
chime into the play just at the right time; making important tackles or passing the ball. Owen Webster
certainly found his niche in the team with some great individual runs or passing the ball to a player who
was in a better position.
Thankyou to all the parents for their support during the season and assisting at games which I was either
late for or unable to make. It was much appreciated. Thankyou also to our manager Michael Voytas for
keeping everyone informed with information during the season and assisting with the children on game
day. Hopefully the team can re-unite again next year.
2011 - U7 Jaguars : Cameron Waters, Tyrone Voytas, Brady Leehy, Zachary Brown, Jemma Bowley,
Owen Webster
Coach : Sean Leehy

U7 Monkeys (non competition)

Manager : Michael Voytas

The U7 Monkeys were a joy to watch. It was a pity about the weather interfering with training and games,
but that did not stop the team having fun and learning new skills. We hope that all will return in 2012 and
enjoy themselves as much as they did this year.
2011 - U7 Monkeys : Oliver Weeks, Dylan Watt, Jonah Harris, Darcy Thurling, Lachlan Tarleton, Jordan
Hather
Coach : Joshua Tarleton

Manager : Jeff Harris

U7 Numbats (non competition)
It has been a great pleasure to manage in 2011 such a fine young team as the U7 Numbats . It was a
disjointed season with a number of games lost to poor weather and byes; but even so we saw these
young players grow in stature, skill and maturity. Oliver Rheinberger, (Berger)managed to break his leg in
a non-soccer incident and spent a number of games on the sideline. Despite this setback in his first
season he still managed to play a few games at the end of the season and returned to fine form. Jason
Jeffrey developed as an all-round utility player equally as focused in defence as in attack. He certainly
developed a powerful tackling style as the season progressed. Oliver Short was a midfielder prepared to
keep running when often the opposition had stopped. His tackling certainly won us a lot of possession.
Thomas Brischetto developed a great side–step and scored some terrific goals in a season that saw him
put in a remarkable effort in every game. Oliver Alves-Jones (AJ)remained the goal scoring machine he
had been in 2010. He was always willing to take on defenders and with strong determination at all times.
Wilson Douglas again proved a tenacious and skilful defender who was always in the right place at the
right time. He also developed a powerful goal kick. All the players were great young sportsman who
played all games in a friendly and cooperative way. A big thank you to Nathan Douglas our loyal and
hardworking coach and the sideline team of wonderful parents.
2011 - U7 Numbats : Oliver Rheinberger, Jason Jeffrey, Oliver Short, Thomas Brischetto, Oliver AlvesJones, Wilson Douglas
Coach : Nathan Douglas

Manager : Tim Jones

U7 Racoons (non competition)
The U7's Racoons had a great year building on the learnt skills of last year. They pursued their soccer
achievements whilst supporting each other through their mateship and encouragement. Though it was a
very wet season and training was interrupted, the boys showed their commitment to developing as a team
and through displaying great sportsmanship. We enjoyed seeing the boys develop the ability to pass the
ball and support team mates on field. Their enthusiasm is always encouraging, as they eagerly await their
turn on field.
Though Kane, Sam, Keegan and Oliver had played together in the previous year, they were more than
happy to encourage Dante and Nathan to join them each week as we all grew together. It was very
enjoyable to observe Kane - our main striker, run the ball through to score each week, whilst Sam eagerly
supported him and happily kicked many a goal himself. Enthusiastically Oliver and Keegan watched the
back end of the field, protecting the goals and passing the ball back through to our great all roundersNathan and Dante.
We would like to thank Mick Walton (coach) and Jayden Bennett (assisting coach), we would not have
been able to do it without you. Thanks also, to the parents who have brought the boys tirelessly to training
and games each week - your loyal support was much appreciated. As the Manager, it has been a real
pleasure working together with all our families and we look forward to another fun-filled year of soccer in
2012.
2011 - U7 Racoons : Nathan Press, Dante Falcetta, Keegan Breytenbach, Samuel Turner, Oliver
Ligteringen, Kane Walton
Coach : Mick Walton

Assist. Coach : Jayden Bennett

Manager : Deborah Ligteringen

U7 Tigers (non competition)
A great effort by all team members this year in the U7 Tigers. Everyone played with enthusiasm, energy
and showed good sportsmanship. The team began the year having not played together before, and some
team members playing the game for the first time. Despite this, and interruptions in training and play due
to the weather, there has been a great improvement in everyone's skills and the team has played very
well together.
Max Murphy was a strong and gutsy player and great with the long shots and dribbling.
Lucy showed great improvement over the season and finished up being a speedy player with some great
kicks.
Jesse was a great tackler and never gave up chasing the ball.
Kayde was keen and involved in the play and always encouraged his team mates.
Max Renneburg was always ready to make speedy runs and score the goals
Rhys was always enthusiastic and keen to be on the ball.
2011 - U7 Tigers : Jesse Wellings, Rhys Jordan, Kayde Holden, Lucy Haythornthwaite, Max Renneberg,
Max Murphy, Coach : Tom Haythornthwaite, Assist.
Coach : Sarah Wellings

Manager : Sally Haythornthwaite

U7 Wolves (non competition)
The U 7 Wolves entered a new season with great enthusiasm. It was difficult at times with wet days and
very cold nights effecting some games and training. However when everyone got some game and
practice time under their belt they were tremendous. There was great improvement by all since last year
and also through the season. Some of the games such as tails and monster were always in high demand
at training. Although I am sure during the heat of a game when the coach shouted “Monster then” there
were a few concerned faces from onlookers.
Bailey had some great runs and defence had definitely improved out of sight. Brodie, though his season
was cut short constantly had some huge kicks. Aamber consistently made some excellent breaks and
showed great ball control. Caitlin had many great games and always played a very smart 20 minutes with
excellent field positioning. Rose showed tenacity and skill and never took a backward step in defence.
Ethan made huge improvements and had some excellent attacking plays.
Towards the end of the season they had some of their best games, with second to none defence. As we
pack away the boots we all look forward to next season when the calls of MONSTER EM’ will be heard
across the fields and incite sheer terror in the opposition.
2011 - U7 Wolves : Rose Miall, Brodie Cooper, Bailey King, Aamber Rowe, Caitlin Graham, Ethan Steain
Coach : Nicholas Miall

Manager : Grant Rowe

U7 Zebras (non competition)
Under 7 Zebra's have completed another year together with many acheivements along the way.
In alphabetical order:
Blake has proven to be the wingman of the team. Making great steps this year always passing that ball
down the field and keeping the opposition honest.

Diesel is the "golden boot" player. Always making sure nothing gets past the last line of defense, when the
ball arrives its quickly sent back up the field - usually to the detriment of fellow Zebra's or opposition
players head's.
Michael, the all-star nice guy of the team. Always covering the entire field, even when injured from swing
set disagreements, nothing stops Michael from getting out for the team.
Mitch is your classic striker. Always keen to get it past those lines of defense, running rings around the
opposition and devastated when his opportunity is missed.
Rohan the die-hard of the team. Tenacious, always trying to do better and when the planets align, nothing
can rain on his parade.
Zac is the all-rounder. Great at all aspects of the game, hammering those front lines when required,
defending when necessary and always keen to play when the others are tired and lost focus.
Big thanks to the boys for the efforts this year! If all goes well, we'll be doing it again in 2012!
2011 - U7 Zebras : Diesel Moore, Isaac Selwood, Blake Heron, Rohan Borg, Michael Dillen, Mitchell Scott
Coach : Lisa Scott

Manager : Stephan Borg

U8 Bears (non competition)
The boys have had a great year this year and have come a long way from where they were in their first
game. Everyone had a go at each position on the field and are developing into well rounded players. It
was good to see how the boys improved in their passing of the ball and their reading of the play, looking
for openings when in attack, and marking the opposition well when in defence. The players were Chris
(good speed and a powerful kick), Dominic (very strong in defence), Jack (always looking for the opening
up front), Joseph (good mid field skills), Lachlan (great in goals plus out in the field), Luca (amazing ball
control), Matthew (great passer and tackler), Rhys (good at spotting the unmarked opposition), Travis
(pocket rocket and good all-rounder), & William (pushes forward strong from the middle).
I’d like to thank the team manager Liz for the hard work she put in organising us all and making sure we
knew where to go with all the late changes and washouts. I’d also like to thank the parents for their
support and encouragement for the boys. It has been great working with such good sports.
2011 - U8 Bears : Dominic Bailey, Christopher Dale, Rhys Wilesmith, Joseph Iverson, Luca Goudis,
William Wilson-Burns, Jack Hunter, Matthew Gilchrist, Travis Gapes, Lachlan Willis
Coach : Timothy Gilchrist

Manager : Elizabeth Hunter

U8 Dingos (non competition)
Great Year for the Dingos, with moments of Barcelona like play!
We have had a very competitive team, which has lost only once to date.
Everyone worked for one another and we grew as a team as the year progressed.
Alec was a rock in defense, while also possessing exceptional attacking abilities and great positional
sense.
Louis has progressed each game, in particular showing great tackling and willingness to work his socks
off.
Lyam has shown he is willing to put his body on the line with well timed bone crunching tackles and
interceptions.
Leo plays with South American (Brazilian) flair and shows the beauty of the game, especially with his eye
for a delicate little pass.

Aaron through hard work has grown each week as a player, showing he can poach a goal as well as
tackle hard.
Campbell progresses with each week, showing a goal poachers instincts and the ability to run past
players with pace.
James has become an important part of the team, breaking play up in defense and attacking with intent, a
real workhorse.
Nicks left foot and unbelievable passing ability would be wanted in any of the worlds great football clubs.
Jacks skill and his unlimited commitment has shone through this year, some cracking goals on both feet
are some of the highlights.
2011 - U8 Dingos : Alex Wydmuch, Joshua Agius, Aaron Stewart, James Piggott, Lyam Grayson, Alec
Riley, Leo Campaner, Jack Davidson, Nicholas Sharp, Campbell Rogers, Louis Heritage
Coach : Ian Davidson

Manager : Bev Grayson

U8 Giraffes (non competition)
This year 2011 brought together a wonderful group of young girls in their initial year as the "Giraffes".
This group of girls which consisted of a number of girls that had not played before, helped show us the
importance of playing sport for the right reasons. No matter what the result was showing on the
scoreboard, they all continued to display great sportsmanship, play with never ending enthusiasm and
always had constant smiles on their faces.
In saying this, the improvement in each player and as a team was immense. By the end of the season the
girls had developed greater teamwork, structure on the field and confidence and understanding of the
game. This will ensure a great future for the 'Giraffes', so watch out boys next year!
A special thanks to manager Kate Greenaway who kept the team going and ensured that we were well
informed of all changes to the games over the season. We must also thank all our parents, grandparents
and extended supporters who helped make our season such an enjoyable time.
2011 - U8 Giraffes : Rachael Rowntree, Ella Greenaway, Tia Foley, Macey Cameron, Isabella Valle, Mia
Leach, Tallyne Cassar, Amy Kilner, Ellie Watson, Grace Fowler
Coach : Liam Rowntree

Manager : Kate Greenaway

U8 Iguanas (non competition)
The boys had a great year and built on the skills they had learnt from last year. Towards the back end of
the season their ability to pass the ball around to each other showed that they were working as a team
and Coach Micks’ hard work and persistence at training had finally started to sink in.
Max scored same great goals and sent some excellent crosses to the goal mouth from the right wing.
Lachlan M scored some great goals and demonstrated skilful ball control when attacking.
Adam demonstrated controlled dribbling, able to beat defenders when in control of the ball.
Dean pulled off some ripper saves in the goal, and scored some thumping goals.
Liam Campbell-Jubb was everywhere around the ball, either attacking or defending.
Matthew Campbell-Jubb, pulled off outstanding saves in goal, and equalling skilful in the midfield.
Lachlan Goodman put in a massive effort each game, scored a ripper first ever goal.
Will Sherwood a quiet achiever who continues to improve each week, with a massive kick.

Liam Bayliss a pocket rocket who saved numerous goals with ruthless and skilful defence.
A special thanks to our coach Mick Maurer, for all his hard work, we couldn’t have done it
without you. Thank you to the parents for your support and for getting the boys to all the games and
training each week, as well as organising the half time oranges.
Congratulations!
2011 - U8 Iguanas : Deyne Jones, Lachlan Goodman, William Sherwood, Liam Bayliss, Adam Regent,
Max Becker, Lachlan Maurer, Matthew Campbell-Jubb, Liam Campbell-Jubb
Coach : Michael Maurer

Manager : Brendan Bayliss

U8 Jaguars (non competition)
A great season was enjoyed by players and parents alike. The boys impressed all who came to see them
play and their attacking instincts led to a glut of goals on several occasions.
Thanks deservedly go to Darren Bagatella for taking on the coaching duties this year.
team played their part when called on and it was a pleasure to watch.

Everyone of the

The U8 Jaguars are;
Ben Tracey – has the ball on a string, with a powerhouse kick
Mitchell Cunningham – greased lightning in pursuit of the ball
Matthew Ward – determined & persistent
Luke Major – great team player, the midfield General
Gabriel Bagatella –solid in defence, ruthless in attack
Nathan Della Libera - always in the thick of it, coming out on top.
Ethan Sophokleous – enthusiastic, never-say-die attitude
Sam Edwards – the enforcer in defence
Jed Drew – scoring from anywhere off either foot
Ethan Szmytka – speedy, skilful, hard-tackling
2011 - U8 Jaguars : Jed Drew, Nathan Della Libera, Ethan Sophokleous, Matthew Ward, Mitchell
Cunningham, Ethan Szmytka, Gabriel Bagatella, Benjamin Tracey, Samuel Edwards, Luke Major
Coach : Darren Bagatella

Manager : Adam Major

U8 Lions (non competition)
The Under 8 Lions had another exciting year playing soccer with their mates. It was great to see the
enthusiasm on the faces of all players at training every Tuesday and on game day. The team performed
extremely well throughout the year displaying great teamwork and sportsmanship throughout.
Patrick had an outstanding year and was our most tireless best defender as well as scoring numerous
goals. His skills have improved greatly since he joined our team as the Under 6 Lions. Lily played very
well throughout the year scoring a couple of great goals and always putting herself in the right position.
Natan was a strong contributor in both attack and defence all year and scored some outstanding goals.
Connor always gave his best and was outstanding in open play and particularly in goals. Ebony improved
significantly throughout the year and deserves high praise for her consistent efforts. Matthew played
extremely well up front and his dribbling and passing skills were very impressive. He scored many goals

for the team throughout the year. Ethan once again worked tirelessly in both attack and defence and
managed to score a goal in every game he played. Sam always committed himself and displayed great
skills and sportsmanship in all areas of the game. Eleanor showed great commitment throughout the year
always putting herself in the middle of the game and displaying great skill in open play and particularly in
goals.
I have enjoyed coaching the team for the past four years and wish all the players well in their soccer
careers.
2011 - U8 Lions : Elanor Williams, Connor Harvey, Ebony Mullan, Natan Nieuwoudt, Sam Peters, Patrick
Costigan, Matthew Hurley, Lillian Reynolds, Ethan Muller
Coach : Steve Muller

Manager : Karen Hurley

U8 Wolves (non competition)
This year the U8 Wolves welcomed a few new faces to the team who fitted in really well with the boys,
some of who had been playing together since U5’s.
Each boys skills continued to improve throughout the season. With the larger field size and longer game
time the team built up their stamina, including the coach who had to shout louder!
The team adapted well to the change of playing away games, while the parents certainly appreciated
those played at home.
A highlight at training yet again this year was having a game against the dad’s at the end of each session.
Well done Wolves, you have all tried your best yet again this season. Bring on the 2012 season!
2011 - U8 Wolves : Martin Perez-Eaton, Zachary Sampson, Lachlan Bailey, Caleb Frost, Daniel Kelly,
Mitchell Kelly, Braedyn Dayman, Jaiden Bes, Jake McLenaghan, Samuel Johnson
Coach : James Bes

Manager : Jane Bes

U8 Zebras (non competition)
This is my second year round with the boys and I have to say, it was again most enjoyable to coach the
boys and watch them not only grow with their footballing ability but also their attitude at both training and
at the games! Their sportsmanship and manners at training made them a delight to coach and made my
job much easier, especially coming from a rugby league background.
Here is a brief summary of the boy’s performance for the year;
Ben - was a quiet achiever who enjoyed himself throughout the year and showed great ability in goals.
Alex – was the only one who wanted to be a defender and did a great job at it.
Bill – has all the style and natural skills to become a great soccer player in any position he chooses.
Miles – moves like a panther and has great determination both on and off the field.
Blake – played equally well both up front and at the back. A hardworking player, week in, week out.
Kaseko – first year with the team and improved every week. Has great pace and learnt quickly.
Zac – another great year for Zac. Loves playing up front and scored a stack of goals.
Noah – had a few setbacks with injury and illness but improved out of sight this year and our funniest
team member.
Ryan – the wrecking ball. Heaven help any attacking player that crossed his path. A great defender.

Zane – both in attack and defence showed great guts and determination, scoring a lot of goals. Great
skills in goals also.
Thanks to all the boys and the parents for their commitment at training and the games and I hope they all
stick together next year (despite who coaches) as I believe they have the makings of a good soccer team.
A Special thanks to our manager Nicole, for all her hard work, we couldn’t have done it without you and to
Tim who helped me out on numerous occasions with training when I could not make it.
As coach, I am very proud of what you have achieved both individually and as a team.
Congratulations!
2011 - U8 Zebras : Kaseko Mgaza, Ryan Hanrahan, Zane Stavrakis, Noah Andrews, Alex Gismondo,
Miles Lidster, Blake Jones, Benjamin Dack, Zachary Carvasiglia
Coach : Gary Stavrakis

Manager : Nicole Carvasiglia

U9 Giraffes (non competition)
It was a pleasure and lots of fun to coach this great bunch of kids, with 7 players starting the year and two
late additions mid season, they showed great improvement during the year.
The highlight of the year was a hard fought draw, when the kids played with great energy and 100% effort,
it was very rewarding to see their smiles when they left the field that day.
Thank you for the support of the parents when I wasn’t able to coach and Martin for stepping in.
A big thank you to Ben Dack and Ryan Hanrahan for filling in when we were short and also to Libby, Riley
& Jade for your help in training .
Alannah – In her first season this year, she improved greatly. A timid player to start but really getting stuck
into the game by the end of the season. She worked hard in defence, strong at throw ins and always
played with a smile.
Anikka – worked well in defence, always keeping her position. Her kicking game improved greatly and she
was never afraid to take on the boys.
Joshua – What a big kick this boy has, watch out if your in the way when he puts boot to ball. Played
fantastic in goals and and in defence, always giving his best.
Bailey – was everywhere on the field, coming to the rescue many times to stop goals. He played with lots
of energy and focus. A great team player.
Zale – Our main goalie this season, he improved greatly. Kicking bigger out of goal and having a good
time playing out on the field during the end of the year.
Conna – the terrier of the team, always fighting for the ball and never backing down. At only 7 years and
playing up 2 age groups he showed lots of determination and and heaps of energy.
Darcy – A great team player and passer of the ball, always looking for someone in a better position, but
with the ability to take it up himself, he showed lots of improvement during the season.
Tom – A hard worker, always focused and developing great ball skills on the field. Able to play all
positions , running the ball full field but always getting back in defence when needed.
Justin – with great speed and excellent finishes, he was our only goal scorer for the year. When filling in
as goalie, he did a great job.
2011 - U9 Giraffes : Alannah Tuckerman, Zale Croxford, Conna Taylor, Anikka Millar, Bailey Carter, Justin
Kralj, Darcy Rafter, Isaac Frost, Joshua Taylor, Thomas Dack
Coach : Michele Kralj

Manager : Wendy Millar

U9 Iguanas (non competition)
2011 has seen the Under 9 Iguanas work hard at training and continuing to build on the skills given to
them over the last four years. The boys passing and positional play has seen them play some exciting,
skillful and attractive football this year. As long as the boys focus when on the field there is no reason
why they won’t achieve in the coming years.
Dave Twomey and I have enjoyed coaching the boys this year and we all wish to thank our Manager
Leanne Saunders for co-ordinating us all and ensuring we get on the field each week.
Luke –

Our attacking fullback, who loves to get forward.

Hunter - “Mr Consistent” at the back, stopping attacks all year long.
Dean –

Our most improved, where he was involved in everything.

Aaron – Worked hard up and down the flanks, loves to pass the ball.
Harrison – Leading goal scorer and playmaker, he guided the team around all season.
Josh – The master header of the team, likes to buzz around in the midfield.
Mitchell – Heart and lungs like Phar Lap, a good tackler and chaser, often pops up in front of goals to
score.
2011 Under 9 Iguanas:
Luke Renneberg, Hunter French, Dean Twomey, Aaron Stubbs, Harrison
Saunders, Joshua Sneesby and Mitchell Smith.
Coaches : Ian Stubbs and Dave Twomey

Manager : Leanne Saunders

U9 Monkeys (non competition)
The start of the season brought together a team that was mostly new, having not played together before.
The Monkeys have given some good teams a real run for their money this year, playing well and
developing into a real team. We worked hard on the “team work” as there is no “I” in team. The games
have been good to watch and the Monkeys extended families have enjoyed watching throughout the
season. Well done monkeys and keep up the teamwork.
Eden – Showed the boys she means business, big tackles and gutsy play. Well done.
Africa (AJ) – Slide Tackles are his forte, keep up the good work.
Dane – Prefers to be a defender, team player and setting up team mates.
Liam – Most improved player this year, lots of passion for the game, magic footwork.
Llewellyn – Strong Player, big breaks and runs up the field, goal scorer.
Owen – Goal scoring machine learning how to be a team player.
Tom – Has improved this year big time, big tackles, big kicks, almost that goal. Well done.
Will – Our most capped goalie, put his body on the line many times. Well done.
2011 - U9 Monkeys : Liam Stratford, Eden Adams, William Forster, Tom Martin, Africa Jackson, Dane
Turner, Owen Harris, Llewellyn Lloyd
Coach : Darren Turner

Manager : David Forster

U9 Numbats (non competition)
This year we continued our policy of rotating boys in all positions, the improvements individually and as a
team have been outstanding. Some new equipment and training drills have seen the boys pushed a little

harder at training, but these skills have also shone through in their games. There were some amazing
goals scored, tremendous defence efforts and brilliant goal keeping. They have applied themselves
extremely hard in what has been a challenging division. On behalf of the Coach and Manager, it has been
a pleasure to coach a great bunch of boys who are a credit to their parents. To the parents thank you for
your support of the boys throughout the year.
Well done, Alex, Bernie, Gabriel, Hayden, Jack G, Jack R, Jack S, Jordan and Reilly
2011 - U9 Numbats : Reilly Hess, Jack Rowe, Gabriel Esquivel, Alexander Roorda, Bernie Miall, Jack
Graham, Hayden Roberts, Jack Sparkes, Jordan Pagitz
Coach : Andrew Graham

Manager : Christopher Roorda

U9 Racoons (non competition)
The 2011 season was an excellent one for the U9 Racoons in player development and team building.
Most players had been involved with the game for a number of years, although there were also some
newcomers, which was fantastic to see. Throughout the year the team developed as a very strong unit
and it was great to see each individual player build on the skills that they commenced the year with.
These players will all move on within the game next year should they wish to continue.
Aidan Willis – A soccer-loving freak, Aidan was a strong attacking player and a gifted striker. Don’t take
him on in a soccer trivia competition.
Callan Denbrok – A great defensive player who made his presence felt on the pitch.
Chloe Chapman – With speed to burn and improving ball skills, Chloe was a very valuable team asset.
Kai Simpson – Another great all-round player who was strong in defence and excellent at moving the ball
forward. Was also strong in goals.
Lauren Allan – In her rookie year, Lauren was constantly in the action and was respected by her team for
the way she played and possessed a great turn of pace.
Oscar Goddard – One of the most improved all season, Oscar was equally valuable at fullback in
defence as he was in goals.
Sasha Titovs – Displaying great endurance all year, Sasha worked hard and developed in both attack
and defence thoughout the year.
Tallis Cranney – With the potential to go as far as he likes in soccer, Tallis was attracted to opposition
goals like metal to a magnet with fancy footwork and accuracy.
2011 - U9 Racoons : Kai Simpson, Lauren Allan, Sasha Titovs, Chloe Chapman, Oscar Goddard, Tallis
Cranney, Callan Denbrok, Aidan Willis
Coach : Rodney Titovs

Manager : Kathleen Denbrok

U9 Wolves (non competition)
What a terrific season! I'm sure I speak for all the parents when I say how proud I am of this close-knit
team. Special thanks to our Manager Jodie Hume for her much needed help with all the important off-field
details.
Our Stars:
Katherine Bettencourt - Showed great courage and seemed to improve in one way or another every week.
A great listener and valuable part of our team.
Michael Bettencourt - Exceptionally talented footballer with skills all around the park. Bucket loads of
enthusiasm and knowledge of the game.

Liam Farrell - Another player who went from strength to strength as the season progressed. As Liam's
confidence grew he was able to cover any position on the park.
Dane Harris - Considering it was his first year at soccer, Dane proved to be very talented with the round
ball, outplaying many of his more experienced opponents.
Cameron Hume - Deadly accurate shooter from any range. Great speed and foot skills. Cam also
displayed a fantastic ability at positioning himself within striking range.
Kane Jackson - Our goal scoring machine, using his explosive speed and agility, on several occasions
Kane racked up more than 5 goals!
Josh Langenberg - A brick wall in defence, Josh held out many strikers and when called on in attack he
stepped up to the challenge with ease.
Daniel Mendham - Our specialist fullback - I lost count of the goals he saved - with enough speed to
travel to mid-field in attack and threaten his opposite number.
Amaya Moxham - An awesome attacking player who could not be held back. Many boys underestimated
this dynamo, at their peril.
Cameron Orton - Valuable member of the Wolves who was able to play any position on the park, even
blasting one in from long range while at striker.
2011 - U9 Wolves : Katherine Bettencourt, Dane Harris, Kane Jackson, Michael Bettencourt, Daniel
Mendham, Amaya Moxham, Cameron Hume, Joshua Langenberg, Liam Farrell, Cameron Orton
Coach : Glenn Jackson

Manager : Jodie Hume

U9 Zebras (non competition)
This year was a very testing year for the Zebra’s. After losing some key players the challenge was ahead
of. The new players joining the team were Logan, Hayden and Nathan and they did not disappoint. They
all showed great commitment and improvement over the year and were great assets to the team. Ben and
Lily took on the leadership role and stepped up when we needed most. Their efforts to lead this team, was
admirable, especially after losing so many team members. The benefits were that they both become
better footballers for it and both shined like diamonds. The biggest improvers this year were Zoe and
Callum who both excelled in their individual ball skills and team work, Zoe being rewarded with her first
ever goal for the Zebras. The most improved defender was Connor, with his gutsy defence sweeping the
back and pushing the ball forward to his team mates resulting in many goals for the team. Adam was rock
solid in defence as usual and scored a couple of ripper goals from his side of half way. Isaac rejoined the
team after being out for most of the season with a broken leg. After giving his coach a few scares he fitted
in where he left off providing the team with attacking flare. His presence was immediately felt. After losing
yet another play (Adam) we gained another strong player in Callan. His first game resulted in a great goal
from just outside his own goal line and showed rock solid defence.
I would just like to finish this report by thanking the great parents for their support and trust in me. I can
honestly say I have been blessed, but most of all I want to thank the great kids I have coached over the
years. It has been an absolute pleasure and I wish them all the best for their future endeavours. Well done
zebra’s
2011 - U9 Zebras : Callum Wulff, Nathan Dillen, Lillian Patterson, Hayden Scott, Zoe Scott, Connor
Hogan, Logan Heron, Benjamin Corne, Adam Beckett, Thomas Ford
Coach : Adam Corne

Manager : Richard Ford

U10/1 – Premiers
This was the first year of competitive soccer for the tens and they were jumping out of their skin to get the
comp started. They formed close friendships from the start and got on with playing great team soccer. The

drive from these kids has been extraordinary. The closeness, hard training (in and outside the club) and
support as a team showed, with us finishing the comp on top of the table. Being a part of this great bunch
of kids and parents has made this a very enjoyable season.
Grady DeLaHarpe (keeper): Being a defender, taking on the roll as a keeper was a big job, one that
Grady took on well. He gave his all every time he played.
Ewan Rogers (Right Wing Back): Rock solid defender who puts his body on the line and is not afraid to
get hit by a ball or opposing player to stop that goal.
Brendan Hill (Left wing back): Being able to kick with both feet and loving to defend, Brendan found left
back his natural spot.
Blake Tester-Bailey (centre): Blake’s confidence on the ball saw him move from defender to the centre of
the field and made it his full time spot.
Ricky Martinello (sweeper): With speed, power and strength, Ricky has been able to run down and strip
opposing players with ease. The power he strikes the ball with is phenomenal.
Ben Filla (holding midfielder): Ben has shown an extraordinary ability to control the middle of the field by
controlling opposing centres, turning defence into attack.
Dylan Malcher (Left wing): Excellent left foot, he has beaten a number of opposing players with ease.
Dylan can switch play from left to right, resulting in a lot of goals scored on the back post and knows how
to find the back of the net himself.
Max Peters (Right wing): Using his ball skills, Max controls play up the front and is able to create many
opportunities for his striker and opposite winger and racking up a few goals himself.
Lachlan Morris (Striker/winger): Lachlan’s fancy footwork and ability to play on both left and right of the
field saw him being an integral part of the front line.
Jack Hutchings (Striker) : Jack’s ability to turn players and score goals with ease saw teams try to mark
him out of the game with little success.
Zack Vassallo (Attacking midfielder) : Zack’s freakish fitness, speed and ability to pick his passes, has
made him an integral part of the team. He doesn’t mind scoring the odd long range goal.
Liam Bishell (Defender/winger) : Thrown into an unfamiliar position this year, he has taken the roll on as
a defender exceeding all expectations.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the following:
Tanya Filla, for being our Manager and Age Coordinator. The extra jobs she does behind the scenes
made my job so much easier.
The parents, for all the support they gave me and the boys.
Oliver Clancy, for filling in for us when we needed an extra player.
On behalf of the parents, I would like to thank our coach, Ian Hill. Your dedication to the team, fantastic
training sessions and positive guidance on game day saw all the boys have a very rewarding season. All
your efforts displayed in their improving ball and strategy skills, good sportsmanship and above all having
a great time every week.
2011 - U10/1 : Blake Tester-Bailey, Max Peters, Dylan Malcher, Jack Hutchings, Ricky Martinello, Ewan
Rogers, Benjamin Filla, Lachlan Morris, Zack Vassallo, Grady DeLaHarpe, Liam Bishell, Brendan Hill
Coach : Ian Hill

Manager : Tanya Filla

U10/2 – 4th
The Under 10/2’s had an exciting year playing football with their mates. It was great to see the enthusiasm
on the faces of all players at training every week and on game day. The team performed extremely well
throughout the year displaying great teamwork and sportsmanship throughout. We hope that all enjoyed
themselves and will be returning in 2012.
Congratulations on a great season.
2011 - U10/2 : Jackson Death, Jack Hawkins, Liam Warrick, Jarrod Hackney, Oliver Clancy, Connor
Hurley, Jarrod Wilson, Riley Sophokleous, Tomas Ahern, Noah Tracey, Luca Segedin, Joshua Power
Coach : Jeffrey Death

Manager : Jennifer Hackney

U10/6 – 7th
What a fantastic team! We won one game, drew several times and lost plenty more but gezz these boys
had fun!
The falcon award would have to go to Arin for a mud soaked ball to the face and he didn’t miss a beat. He
kept on going to set up a goal for the match. We had a first time player with Sean who by the end of the
season excelled as a wing defender. Zack and Dan would be our star strikers each being rewarded with
goals of their own. Zack’s green boots were like sledge hammers and I’m sure Dan’s hair was on purpose
to distract the girls. Andrew’s consistent effort and determination was fabulous but there remains that
elusive goal despite multiple bribes by both Mum and Gran. Lockie C was fantastic as a ‘let’s get out of
trouble’ man being able to read a situation then sidestep and danced his way around his opponents. Arin
and Oliver’s efforts in goal were spectacular. The score margins would have been very different had these
boys not been so proficient. They both have massive hearts. Jack, despite being the youngest in the team
demonstrated fitness and determination by running continually in the mid field. Kudos must go to him also
for putting up with his mother being the manager who yells from the sideline “hurry up Jack Francis!”.
Lockie B and Jeffery...well hello defenders! These boys excelled well above their level. No injury could
keep them down and no larger than average child could scare them. Fearless and relentless these guys
were a force to be reckoned with. Our first time coach Geordie Fox demonstrated patience and
encouragement with our boys and is to be commended for his efforts. Seriously, who would take on 9/10
year old boys??
2011 - U10/6 : Sean Zarczynski, Oliver Stewart, Kieran Duncan, Lochie Conway, Jack Poulter, Lachlan
Bullivant, Zackery Farley, Daniel McLellan, Andrew Davey, Patrick Brischetto, Arin Monahan, Jeffrey
Gismondo
Coach : Geordie Fox

Manager : Tiffany Poulter

U11/1 Black – 6th
The team that proved itself and acquitted itself with distinction in a challenging season. A team that
worked hard to be its best and present a worthy challenge in the contest. This team demonstrated the
universal sporting values of competing with determination, good grace and humour.
Elevated to a division they did not aspire to, the display of these characteristics demonstrated what the
players are made of. They stayed motivated and humorous and always worked as a team supporting
each other, though not always off the ball, or as second defender or by being goal side!!!
This was the season of the doughnut, we ate plenty but had a few too many O’s in the scores we
recorded; we can live with that though.
To all the team congratulations on the way you have conducted yourselves. In many ways you have been
awesome (numerous emails from Liam have convinced me).

More goal, more wins, more points all would have been nice but we have plenty of good experiences and
memories for the year, hopefully enough to return again in 2012.
Special thanks to the U16 Youth Team players who came and did some training work with the team and
especially to Mitchell who helped with some of the pre match preparation.
2011 - U11/1 - Black : Liam Clifford, Timothy Hurley, Brodie Hancock, Jesse Rheinberger, Thomas Lynch,
Nicholas Pasilow, Samuel Heritage, Edward Davies, Daniel Bradshaw, Michael Davey, Lachlan Slatford,
Lily Stubbs, Ben Allan, William Brazier, Alexander Schesser
Coach : Clive Bradshaw

Manager : Iain Lynch

U11/1 White – 3rd
2011 was another exciting year for the team. After winning last years grand final we took a few games to
settle back in to a rhythm. Several of last years opponents had upped the anti during the off season and
commenced this year at a new level. So we set about the task of closing the gap.
Our coach introduced several advanced drills to our training routine and worked with each of the boys to
develop them in their given positions. The boys responded well and the commitment they gave at training
started to translate in to quality football being played on the weekend and results started to come.
While all the boys developed their individual skills, the best thing that came from our efforts this year was
the gelling of the boys as a team and they played some sublime football at times. Making the finals in this
tight competition is a nice result for the team.
We have also entered the Nepean Cup and have managed to put together two great games in the first
two rounds. We showed real ticker and played quality football in the first game defeating one of the
stronger teams in the comp, and the second game saw us dealing with the handicap system for the first
time. It was a very different game to the first with more open play and long range shooting, and we
managed to score the four goals required to overcome the three goal handicap.
The boys can be very proud of what they have achieved this year, again particularly they way they
developed from a group of quality young players into a genuine football team.
Thanks to all the parents for getting the kids to training and the games on time, and a special thankyou to
Adam Corne for providing the team with added support just when we needed it.
2011 - U11/1 - White : Euan Thum-Davidson, Matthew Bird, Rhys McLaughlin, Sam Patterson, Dylan
Walton, Mischa Damarguc, Oliver Vallieres, Joshua Stufkens, Ashley Corne, Adam Hancock, Marcus
Harrison, Zachary Moxham, Cian Rowntree, Leon Lynch
Coach : John Patterson

Manager : Chris Bird

U11/3 – 4th
It has been a very satisfying year for the boys. Our development has been very pleasing.We had a great
second half to the year which saw us finish fourth. A great effort having given Mulgoa there only loss of
the year. Well done boys proud of you all.Carolyn Leonard great manager, to all the parents, thanks for
your support of the boys, we had fun and my blood pressure is under control!
Paul Buswell - new nickname, the Interceptor. Always making timely interceptions at the back.
Oliver Clark - always a smile on his face, gives his all, even filling in well in goal. Good year.
Ben Paul - terrorising defences with his raids, setting up his supports.
Ben Pout - those little legs chasing down attacking raids, fastest in the team. Big improver.
Toby Frost - reliable, steady, consistent influence in the middle of the park. Good year.

Hugo Scott - great year in goal, and a dynamo on the field.
Matthew Walker - top scorer, positional change to the front made us more potent.
Matthew Mendham - left side supremo, overlapping and the occasional goal.
Oscar Delahunt - biggest boot in the team. Good second half of the year.
Max Ong - Mr reliable, right side of mid field, up and down the park all day.
Nicholas Sirmais - "the passer", Nicholas had a good year in the middle, links up with team mates well.
Jarrah Tuckerman - Mr Consistent, every week he is first to the ball, great year.
Jeremy Hume - good year, good passing game and close skills.
Delight to coach.
Well done boys.
2011 - U11/3 : Paul Buswell, Oliver Clark, Ben Paul, Benjamin Pout, Toby Frost, Hugo Scott, Matthew
Walker, Matthew Mendham, Oscar Delehunt, Max Ong, Nicholas Sirmais, Jarrah Tuckerman, Damian
Linnegar, Jeremy Hume
Coach : Keith Walker

Manager : Carolyn Leonard

U11/5 – 7th
Whilst our first game did not exactly go to plan the team was quick to re-group in game two and from that
point we never looked back. There were games that I would say that the team had played its best football.
However the team would come out the next week and play at another level. It did not matter what the
result was in a lot of games because at the final whistle you know that you had just seen a quality game of
football.
Thomas Burden - Played hard and set up some great scoring opportunities.
Oscar Wheatley - Showed great vision, set up and scored goals.
Jack Prineas - Very influential player, worked hard in both attack and defence.
Meg Jefferson - Attacked well all season and has troubled teams with her strong kicking.
Caitlin Muller - Outrun and outplayed the opposition, good attacking player.
Summer Mabon - Held the middle, gave her all in both attack and defence. E
den Vassallo - Consistently worked hard, scored a memorable goal against Blue Mountains FC.
Katie Moore - Attacked strongly every game, opposition struggled to catch her.
Joshua Waters - Covered a lot of ground every game, always turned defence into attack.
Bailey Ellis - Hunted down attackers and stopped them in their tracks.
Adam Roth - Saved a lot of goals with his rock solid defence.
Brodie Holden - Defended well, made some strong attacking runs from the backline.
Ewan Huthnance - Defended strongly, good kicking and passing game.
Adam Cameron - On the field or in goal, always played hard football.
Isaac Breia - Strong in goal, made good attacking runs.
Thank you to David Waters, Steve Muller, Marcus Burden and all the parents for your support all season.

2011 - U11/5 : Caitlin Muller, Eden Vassallo, Oscar Wheatley, Brodie Holden, Kate Moore, Meg Jefferson,
Summer Mabon, Isaac Breia, Adam Roth, Adam Cameron, Joshua Waters, Thomas Burden, Ewan
Huthnance, Jack Prineas, Bailey Ellis
Coach : Graeme Ellis

Manager : David Waters

U12/1 – Runners Up
The boys from the 12/1’s have performed well this year, finishing 2nd on the ladder and are, at the time
writing, well in contention for a 2nd consecutive Grand Final appearance.
All the boys have shown improvement in key areas of their game and have development into a tight knit
group of mates whose main aim is to play and enjoy their football. They have seen a commitment to
training and to each other pay off on the field.
In a tight competition the boys were competitive every week and hard to beat. Teams that played us knew
they were in a game. In saying that, the boys have played fairly and shown great respect to the referees
and their opposition alike. No cards, red or yellow, for the year is something to be proud of.
Huge thanks go out to our parents for committing their time and efforts in getting the boys to training and
game days, also to our Manager, Leanne Smith, for her tireless organisational work, and to fitness trainer,
Shannon Atkins, for getting the boys to peak at the right end of the season. Hard work pays off and the
boys are realising this as they continue on in their careers.
Bring on Youth League next year!
2011 - U12/1 : Ryley Millar, Harry Drew, Simon Maher, Ryan O'Flanagan, Domenic Torcasio, Jeremy
Barbuto, Callum Bagatella, Daniel Smith, Harrison Falchi, Cooper Smith, Lachlan Atkins, Benjamin
Sneesby, Aidan Richards, Brendon Minney, Jackson Saunders
Coach : Bryan Richards

Manager : Leanne Smith

U12/2 – 6th
The start of the season brought together a team who, apart from a handful of boys, had not played
together before. It took a few weeks to find their feet, and then some good results were achieved.
Ongoing interruptions to training caused a loss of momentum in the middle of the season, but the boys
continued to show enthusiasm and excellent sportsmanship. By the end of the year, although results
didn’t all go our way, all of the opposition teams had to play at their very best to record a win against us.
Many of the boys had to play in a range of positions, which is a tribute to their willingness to do their best
for the team.
Aiden – long throw-ins and powerful left foot caused many problems for the opposition on the left flank
Ali – quick interceptor at the back; also played upfront and in the midfield
Brendan – dependable player who contributed wherever he was asked to play
Gentle – rock around which the defence was built; strong performance every week
Isaac – played goalkeeper for the first time; didn’t miss a match and improved every week
James – his speed across the park regularly resulted in goals, finishing off the lead-up work from the rest
of the team
Jarrad – made the right wing his own position with regular raids down the line and into the penalty box
Mathew D – big improver over the year; played his part every week
Matthew Z – consistent performer; always looking to make the right pass at the right time

Mitchell – covered several positions quietly and consistently
Oliver – had to be versatile, playing in defence and midfield
Riley – fitted into the midfield and put in a big effort each time
Zachary – played every match with high speed and energy, even when injured!
2011 - U12/2 : Mathew Death, Ali Mehmet, Gentle Horam, Brendan Vittozzi, Jarrad Pull, James Boidin,
Mitchell Rowe, Isaac Mills, Zachary Comfort, Riley Kennedy, Aiden Morgan, Matthew Zolfel, Oliver
Freame
Coach : Geoff Kennedy

Manager : Philip Mills

U12/5 – 8th
This season was very challenging for the team which brought about some mixed results. The second half
of the season however saw more consistent football from the boys which was a direct result of improved
skills and team work. One particular highlight for the team was securing a win against the competition
leaders in the last game of the season; a result which was well deserved and one which the boys can be
very proud of.
The goalkeeping role was primarily performed by Jack Simpson who displayed courage when placed
under pressure. Ryley Millar, who unfortunately missed a majority of the season through injury, took over
the role late in the season and displayed lots of potential with respect to his future in the position. The
defence this year comprised of Ryan Leehy, Luke Edwards, Thomas Lockley, Ryan Morley and Will
Hodge. Their ability to defend certainly improved as the season progressed once they maintained
position and were able to develop the skill of reading the play. Scott Sharp, Braydon Wells, Tom Tracey
and Aaron Hunt roamed the midfield and were able to provide the linkage between the defence and the
attack; often placing our strikers into effective scoring positions. Callum Jesussek and Callum Mckay
were the team's strikers and certainly scored their fair share of goals during the season. The two Callums
kept many a defensive line guessing as to what they were going to do with the ball.
The potential for this team to develop and improve as a unit is enormous. They displayed a sound
foundation as a team and provided they are able to stay together for the following season, the boys have
the ability to improve upon the results from this season. Thanks to our manager Wendy Hunt for her
commitment to the role; always keeping everyone updated with information in a timely fashion. Thanks
also to the parents who supported the boys through the season. The team had their ups and downs but
your continual support was important and much appreciated.
2011 - U12/5 : Thomas Lockley, Callum Jesussek, Ryan Leehy, Scott Sharp, Callum Mckay, Aaron Hunt,
Braydon Wells, William Hodge, Luke Edwards, Ryan Morley, Thomas Tracey, Jack Simpson
Coach : Sean Leehy

Manager : Wendy Hunt

U13/1 – 6th
This year we have had a mixture of experienced division 1 players & new players. There is no doubt that
there is great talent in this team, but more importantly a great spirit. They will not lie down & just accept
defeat, they will continue to play to the best of their abilities, learning from defeat & putting the experience
gained to good use. They have gone through this season with smiles on their faces, & have backed each
other up, playing as friends, win or lose. It is something that we can all be proud of & many of us could
learn from.
It is not too often that a coach can say that the most memorable game of a season was a 5-1 defeat, but
against a great Glenmore park team, we turned a corner, we gave nothing & fought hard for every ball,
finally going down to 3 late goals. Despite the disappointment of that heavy loss, the boys learned that
they could play good football & the confidence showed. We had some great performances in the following
games, perhaps not the results that we would have liked, but winning is not everything.

At the time of writing we have made the pennant final, having beaten the 2 other teams convincingly.
Hopefully now all will go to plan & the boys will get the reward their hard work deserves.
Thank you to the parents for their support, to Sue for her hard work & to Kevin & Greg for their help &
advice at training & finally thank you to Aengus Sherriff for his hard work at training, gathering balls,
assembling poles & helping me get the best out of the team
2011 - U13/1 : Rowan Karlik, Liam Crawford, Quinn Forrester, Bill Cullen, Louis Boyd, Benjamin Ross,
Lachlan Thomas, Zachary Davey, James Sherriff, Ethan Slatford, Luke Jones, Mitchell Duncan, Wilson
England, Daniel Howie, Brodie Gilchrist
Coach : Ray Sherriff

Manager : Susan Davey

U13/3 – 5th
2011 was an up and down year for the boys. Losing their coach 2nd training session and player swaps and
players leave made for an interesting pre season! Add to that the wet season that we have experienced I
must say congratulations to the whole team on how they performed. I don’t think we played more than 3
games in a row all year and training was very limited!
I’d like to start the thankyou’s firstly to our manager Sylvia, without you this team would not of existed your
organisation and communication skills are outstanding and kept not only me but the whole team in check,
thank you. To Ian, Jeff and Paul thank you for your support as assistant coaches throughout the year, as
hard as it is the juggle things, between us all I think we did a pretty good job!
And to the parents for your support and encouragement from the sidelines you could see the lift you gave
each and every boy out on the paddock!
The lads! Some of you I have had the pleasure of seeing from as young as 5 year olds running around the
oval, when only the gap of your knee was seen between the socks and your shorts! NOW some of you
are taller than me! Our backs have been formidable all year stopping everything that has been thrown at
them. Our 2 goalies Dean and Luke have pulled off some amazing saves through the year! And in front
they have had Zac, Ben O, Andrew, Ben S, and Hayden all defending with the vigour and tenacity that
was a pleasure to watch. Our midfield worked tirelessly all year and ran up a few kilometres in doing so.
James, Morgan, Ryan, Scott and Bailey worked well together and constructed some great goals and fed
our forwards with quality pass at times. Our 2 forwards Angus and Gianni worked hard up front with some
quality finishes and bugged the hell out of defending teams all year. Well done boys I thoroughly enjoyed
coaching you this year thanks Choc!!
2011 - U13/3 : Gianni Sipione, Andrew Kendall, Benjamin Ong, Riley Frost, James Roche, Benjamin
Smith-Wade, Hayden Kilner, Dean Hill, Morgan Burchell, Luke Ruttley, Ryan Parlato, Scott Mcelroy,
Angus Hosking, Zac Grima, Bailey Attard
Coach : Mark Grima

Manager : Sylvia Ong

U13/4 – 7th
The motto of the team; enjoy and have fun.
Nick – great work in attack. You worked hard in your attacking skills to get the ball past the goalie (or
sometimes at the goalie)
Liam Conway: Constantly involved in the midfield, working hard to both defend and push the ball back up
the field.
Liam Curley: again this year you have improved and been stronger in attack. Many great passes up the
field with solid kicks.
Taz: You were great in defence. Moving around and backing up other players so that we could get the ball
back up the field.

Anthony: You solid defence has been invaluable this whole season. You don’t back away and there were
some brilliant displays of heading the ball.
Melinda: Once more you defended brilliantly and with the fierce determination you have. You defence has
saved many goals.
Nathan: You have a great kick and were able to pass the ball around to keep the ball moving. It was a
great effort.
Dean: your determination to be involved and defend has stopped many attacks from getting through and
also in goals.
Josh: The other side of our rock solid defence. You are constantly running over the field to defend and get
the ball back up the field.
Michael: an outstanding player who des not rest. You are constantly moving back and forward and you
scored a goal! Well done.
Tristian: Fantastic goalkeeping that saved so many goals. You would attack the ball and defended the
goals brilliantly.
Simon: You have such a strong kick and a great determination to go with it. You were constantly involved
in the game.
Tom: You have great enthusiasm to be involved and to develop your skills. You made many great passes
to keep ball moving.
Dan: You were willing to play all over the field. You played hard and put in so much effort and scored
some great goals.
2011 - U13/4 : Thomas Mackay, Liam Curley, Anthony Lyons, Dean Camilleri, Joshua McLellan, Nicholas
Johnston, Melinda Allan, Tazman Gosson, Daniel Dreves, Nathan Lewsley, Liam Conway, Jake Moore,
Michael Noss, Simon Harrop, Tristan Muralitharan
Coach : Damon Dreves

Manager : Jo-Anne Allan

U14/1 – Premiers
The 2011 season was always going to be a challenge for the boys, after finishing 3rd last year they had
some unfinished business. We had a few changes with the introduction of Josh Barbuto & Harry Hatton
who both slotted into the team as if always there. Later in the season we were lucky to pick up Georgia
Voura, giving us that feminine touch & boosting our team to give us the flexibility we needed to rotate
extra players on game day.
People say goals win games; but if you don’t allow them to score, more often than not they won’t win. Our
back line (The Kevlar Kids) are almost bullet proof. The opposition forwards would hit the Great Wall of
Kevlar & get refused entry to Jarrod’s place. Well done Jarrod McNicoll, Caleb O’Reilly, Daniel
Sparkes, Grant Melville & Jake Scaramuzzi. Only 4 balls (4 goals) all season made it through to
Jarrod’s place.
Up at the other end of the field, the opposition defence would scratch their heads & wonder when the full
time whistle was being blown. We had (The Snipers) Josh Barbuto, Joel Atkins, Brad Cameron &
Harry Hatton. They were devastatingly accurate with their relentless bombardment, hitting their target an
awesome 29 times (in the regular season).
But without ammunition a snipper isn’t much good so our midfielders (The Assassins) delivered the ammo
with pin point precision. They would often rattle the cages of their opposition when sliding backwards &
forwards from offence to defensive executing their moves as if in stealth mode. Great job William Boidin,
Pat Moloney, Daniel Wheatley, Georgia Voura & Mitch Riley.
But all good armies need good leaders and the 14/1’s had a great one, Pat (The General) O’Reilly. He is
the quiet achiever, never saying a great deal but when he did the team listened & the results were

delivered. Drill Sergeant Ian McNicoll was instrumental in the supreme fitness of the troops and his morale
building half time talks helped starve the opposition of goals.
Personally for me this season has been fantastic, but I could not have done it without my buddy Damo, he
put his hand up at the beginning of the season & hasn’t done much else since (only joking). Damo has
taking over my role every other Saturday, as I unfortunately work & it is because of him & the help I have
received from all the parents that have made it so easy for me to manage this awesome team. I hope the
lads & Georgia can stick together next year, as there are still plenty of cages to rattle & I look forward to
doing it again with you all next season.
2011 - U14/1 : Harry Hatton, Georgia Voura, Daniel Wheatley, Joel Atkins, Bradley Cameron, William
Boidin, Patrick Moloney, Grant Melville, Daniel Sparkes, Jake Scaramuzzi, Caleb O'Reilly, Jarrod
McNicoll, Joshua Barbuto, Mitchell Riley
Coach : Pat O'Reilly
Assist Coach : Ian McNicoll

Manager : Peter Scaramuzzi
Assist Manager : Damien Boidin

U14/2 – 6th
This was an extremely closely fought competition. A mere 8 points separated first from last by the end of
the season. In fact although our boys finished 6th, two more wins could potentially have found them in 1st!
We tried to focus on a possession style of play, which at times mesmerized the opposition. As the season
progressed we were able todevelop our goal scoring capabilities and some great goals resulted.
The boys can be very proud of their performance this year and I'm sure they all enjoyed it as much as I
did. Reid showed fantastic versatility, playing in several positions and adapting beautifully.
Our goal keeper Henry gave us great confidence that anything within his reach would be snavelled up.
Although playing in the backs, Andy also provided an extra attacking option getting forward with excellent
effect.
Todd showed great heart and commitment in attack, never giving up on an opportunity. Jarrod was
another player who played in several positions with fantastic success and showed great skill with set
plays. Cameron was always dynamic in attack, scoring many excellent goals. Josh provided dynamic go
forward energy up front. Tom was awesome in defense, allowing nothing past. Daniel was our rock at the
back, the opposition always needed something special get through. Nathan created some excellent
attacking opportunities for us and collected a few goals himself along the way.
Callum really gained confidence as the season progressed and put in some great performances. Sam
was integral in constructing many of our attacking plays, distributing the ball with skill. Jamie provided
excellent protection for our back line from his defensive mid field position. Much of our attacking play
began with Jamie's distribution.
Thanks to Steve our manager and also Darren for filling in when I couldn't make it.
Well done boys!
2011 - U14/2 : Nathan Orchard, Andrew Darroch, Todd De Weerdt, Jarrod Green, Joshua Kapera, Callum
Stopford, Cameron Hitchcock-Byrn, Thomas Hearn, James Winn, Samuel Sturges, Daniel Manning,
Henry Bowley, Reid Berrier
Coach : Phillip Sturges

Manager : Steven Stopford

U14/4 – 6th
Football is a team sport so they say, and this group of players were supported by parents who helped out
with training, motivating, organising, putting nets up, and not to forget half-time oranges. So many thanks
to all for being part of the team. Special mention must go to Mark, Will and Dylan for supporting the
players and myself at training and games when required.

Any team that has a group of teenagers requires an organiser, someone who can get them to the games
at the right place and time on the right day - in other words a manager. This team was fortunate to have
such a person. So a big thank you to Ben for doing such a great job throughout the season.
Each game throughout the season was competitive and always highly entertaining. There were many
memorable goals scored and equally saved.
We were very fortunate to have Luke step up and take over the goal keeping role; he was well supported
by the likes of Cooper, Tom, Daniel and Jacob.
The backline of James, Michael, Tom and James just got better and better as the season progressed,
holding out some of the most difficult teams with their defensive work and tackling.
The midfielders were Lyle, Daniel, Oliver, Joel and Jacob and they worked extremely hard, tackling and
creating many goal scoring opportunities with neat passing moves that were a pleasure to watch.
Up front our strikers Cooper and Sam caused all sorts of problems for defences, scoring some
outstanding goals.
So, overall, it’s been a great season, with just the one downside, which was losing our great little defender
Alex so early in the season after only a couple of games to an awful injury that kept him out all year. We
do hope he has a full recovery and returns to the sport of football soon. And that goes for all the players,
we hope to see you return to football next year, and continue to enjoy yourselves on the field at
Summerhayes.
2011 - U14/4 : Joel Phillips, James Tandy, James Curran, Luke Harridge, Michael Mckenzie, Thomas
Boys, Samuel Galton, Alexander Rea, Jacob Manners, Oliver Chapman, Daniel Purvey, Cooper
Monkhouse, Lyle Nineham
Coach : Derek Chapman

Manager : Ben Curran

U15/3 – 4th
Following on from last season’s great performance, the boys found themselves without reserves for most
games and even short of players in a few. This did not deter them from giving their best in every game,
and it was this determination, commitment, and team spirit that saw them reach the top four again to have
a chance to reach the grand final for the second year running. As couch, I am very proud of the boy’s
efforts this year. They are a great bunch of kids that are always smiling, laughing and even joking at my
expense due to my continual track record of broken ankles, arms etc….whatever it may be on that given
week. So to the Team of 2011 - Luke Jones, Brendon Martirena, Lyndon Moss, Cameron Rutland, Jordan
Hoy, Matthew Armstrong, Nathan Brown, Luke Simpson, Hadley England, Nicholas Duncan, Joel
Trevillion, Zac Baurdinet, Tyler Irvine. Thanks for an entertaining season; it really is a pleasure knowing
and coaching all off you…..come back again for another go in 2012!
I would also like to extend my thanks to Kevin Duncan for his support, his assistance in coaching duties,
and his words of support, advice and guidance to the boys at every game. A very big thank you to Sam
Rutland for her great support of the team as Manager, never failing to ensure we knew where we were
playing every weekend, and finally for taking on the washing duties of the team shirts….that alone
deserves a medal!! Finally, to all the parents, grandparents and friends. It’s been a huge pleasure seeing
you all at the games supporting not only your child, but also, every single kid that you have come to know
as parents and supporters of this wonderful team during the past few years.
2011 - U15/3 : Jordan Hoy, Matthew Armstrong, Luke Jones, Hadley England, Luke Simpson, Lyndon
Moss, Joel Trevillion, Cameron Rutland, Tyler Irvine, Zachary Baudinet, Nicholas Duncan, Nathan Brown,
Brendon Martirena
Coach : Julio Martirena

Manager : Samantha Rutland

U16/2 – Premiers
From wooden spoon in 2010 to PREMIERS in 2011. What a season.
This year saw some new faces in the squad with seven under 15 boys coming together with the six under
16’s to play in division 2. All the guys have come together very well and have developed as a fierce group
who battle every single game to the end.
The division was a fairly close group of teams with no real “blow outs” in scores throughout the season.
Many of our games were decided towards the end of the game, creating a very nervous atmosphere on
the sidelines for our terrific supportive family and friends. Not to mention the poor coach.
As expected the premiership was not decided until our very last game with the boys finishing the season
strongly having only relinquished the top spot briefly with a couple of games to go. At one stage the boys
were the only undefeated team in Springwood.
Having secured the number one trophy, Premiers for 2011, we have embarked on trying to secure a place
in the Grand Final, but expect some very tough opposition.
I have been very pleased with all the boys’ player development, but more impressed to see these boys
develop as seriously fine young men who have been an absolute pleasure to coach and I am honored to
call my mates. Best of luck for the future, you should all be very proud of yourselves.
Thank you to Steve Rea our super efficient Team Manager and our parochial parents, family and friends
who were always cheering the boys on at every game.
2011 - U16/2 : Joseph Lyons, Samuel Gorman, Dylan Severs, Nathan Frost, Aodan Wilkinson, Matthew
Walsh, Keegan Taccori, John Carn, Benjamin Adams, Eden Stubbs, Jacob New, Patrick Rosato,
Christopher Rea, Michael Sayles
Coach : Craig Adams

Manager : Stephen Rea

2012 REGISTRATION
Sunday 29th January : 10am – 4pm
Monday 30th January : 5pm – 8pm
Wednesday 1st February : 5pm – 8pm
Saturday 4th February : 10am – 4pm
Summerhayes Park Clubhouse

Merry Christmas and a Safe New Year

WOMENS FOOTBALL
U10G/1 – Runners up
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Many think that playing soccer is just another sport but it is really an amazing opportunity to grow to be
the best person you can be. No words can explain how wonderful it is playing in a team sport and having
the chance to communicate and form friendships with others.
The girls in this team are all very talented and this, as well as their obvious love for the sport and each
other shines through at every game and is a pleasure to witness. During one particular game, a complete
a stranger commented " I have never experienced a young team speak to each other the way these girls
do." The girls praise, encourage and guide each other throughout every game and as their Coach, I am
very proud of all of them. Their beautiful personalities should be commended by their parents who have
continually given the girls and myself encouragement.
Georgie - works hard and never gives up! Her teamwork skills prevail throughout the game.
Chiara- works hard and has great leadership and strategy skill! Knows precisely how to respond in
various situations.
Sophie - Gives 100% into every game! Never gives up and encourages the team to do the same.
Annabel- Little demon! Works so hard with such confidence and great leadership skills.
Annalise - A little fighter! Perseveres no matter how tough the game and continually works hard.
Marli- Is like a battery – keeps on going and works so hard – always listening to myself and her
teammates to ensure a great game is played..
Lucy - A little pocket rocket! Zips around the field, always listening, never gives up.
Erin – Incredible effort throughout the season! She fights for what she wants out of the game and usually
gets it!
Kiaesha - Another battery that cannot be stopped! Continually works hard and perseveres throughout her
game.
Madi - She is the player that succeeds silently! She is a determined and talented player and her hard
working attitude pays off.
Eve - Another silent achiever! A talented and hardworking team player with great confidence.
I am so proud of all the girls this year and their hard effort as it has continued throughout the season they
have grown to become leaders, through their teammates.... Myself and a the girls appreciate Liz for
organising us every week and supporting myself as a young coach, Greg & Paul for her hard working
efforts along with the rest of the parents encouraging them, being a taxi and leading them to become
young ladies.
2011 - U10G/1 : Marlena Thomson, Madison Sroczynski, Sophie Breytenbach, Kiaesha Durie-Fox, Eve
Fowler, Lucinda Cunningham, Annabel French, Annalise Della Libera, Erin Kilner, Georgie Gregory,
Chiara Major
Coach : Keely Gregory

Manager : Elizabeth French

U10G/2 – 3rd
2011 brought a season of experience, friendship, and skill. Each game was action packed full
of adrenaline, from wins & losses the girls always put their bodies on the line to get the ball and to never
stop trying. The eagerness and enthusiasm from each individual is amazing, and I'm sure in years to
come the girls will develop skills strong enough to take on any team they're matched against. This season
has been a great pleasure as a coach, a friend, and a quideline for kids. I wish the very best in
future experiences .
2011 - U10G/2 : Megan Hill, Chelsea Jones, Kataryna Pasilow, Isabella Ligteringen, Larissa Vasiliev,
Ruby Arch, Clare Peters, Kristy Williams, Sarah Rheinberger, Elena Goudis, Samantha Langenberg
Coach : Nicole Britten

Manager : Lynda Jones

U12G/1 – 7th
After getting over the shock of ending up in division 1 when we clearly weren’t meant to be, we pulled up
our red , black and white socks and gave it all we had.
We had a team with a few seasoned players who really held the team together and became great role
models for the younger and inexperienced. You know who you are and we are very proud!
There were many improvements throughout the season, the most memorable would probably be the
Hazelbrook encounters; first game in atrocious conditions at Gloria park 14-0 loss. Then when we met
again at Summerhayes 8-1 still a loss but we had improved! And we scored against them and up until our
goal they hadn’t been scored against.
We had to grab moments like that and embraced what we achieved.
We’ve had a couple of wins to and the goal to have fun and enjoy soccer was easier on those days.
There was a great turnout most weeks at training more often than not the whole 13 were there. Well done
girls!
The individual improvements were great to see and we hope all the girls enjoyed themselves and want to
play again next year.
Thanks girls.
2011 - U12G/1 : Hannah Kelly, Shari Goudis, Brooke Kay Vaughan, Sophia White, Jade Sibbald, Mikayla
Robertson, Jade Kralj, Zoe Whyte, Kaitlinn Rutland, Natasha Williams, Charlotte Fenton, Naomi Driscoll,
Millicent Fenton
Coach : Ben Whyte

Manager : Annabele Whyte

U14G/3 – Runners up
It was a successful year in many ways for the girls. We finished the regular season in second place
having beaten every team in the competition except the one ahead of us.
For Elizabeth, Jess, Lauren and Ashley it was their first experience of football. Looking at them at the end
of the regular season you would never believe they had not played before this year. Their development
was a key part of the girls’ success. It has been a team where everyone has contributed and we have not
relied on any one player to score all the goals or stop them all. Kahra and Harriet’s hard work and
consistency was rewarded with their first taste of goal scoring. Tuna provided leadership (and attitude) in
the middle of the field and some of the longest throw ins I have seen. Billy and Sarah used their speed to
run the long ball down all season. Brid provided her usual steel in defence and was a great help setting
up and packing up each training. Bree showed a touch of class whenever she got the ball. Kirstie had a
disrupted season but demonstrated her versatility playing well in a number of positions. Special mention

to Izzie and Bonnie who sacrificed time in the outfield, where they would have preferred to be, to share
the goal keeping responsibilities.
With so many training sessions cancelled because of weather it is remarkable how well the girls have
come together as a team.
Thanks to Kim Ellis for managing and for all the parents for their
encouragement and assistance during the season.
2011 - U14G/3 : Ashleigh Rock, Elizabeth Tuckerman, Jessica Cooper, Lauren Chaseling, Sarah Ellis,
Alana Westwell, Bonnie Kay Vaughan, Harriet Cobbin, Bridonie Nicholson, Bree McLellan, Kahra
Hutchings, Isabelle Mansfield, Kirsti Fuhrmann, Sarah Howarth, Alyssa Hartup
Coach : Steven Nicholson

Manager : Kim Ellis

U16G/1 Black – Runners up
It is an honor and a pleasure to coach this team of beautiful and talented girls. The girls have shown each
other that friendship, fun, focus, and a commitment to a shared vision is what creates a great team. We
have met the challenges of an interrupted season, dealing with the forces of work commitments, poor
weather, injury, school excursions and of course 16 year-old girl stuff. Each and every game has required
a super effort, and in my opinion, we are a strong, dynamic team in a tough competition.
Throughout the season, the girls have developed as soccer players, and have developed as young
women, learning how to keep focussed, centered and joyful in potentially stressful situations.
As a team, we are extremely fortunate to have Shelley Slender as manager, who is a constant, supportive
and well-organized manager. Each game, the girls are encouraged and lovingly supported by families and
handsome young men. I would like to express my gratitude to the parents for their support and maturity as
we co-create a sporting culture that is healthy and enriching for all involved.
Thank you, girls, for the opportunity to be your coach,
2011 - U16G/1 - Black : Shannon Slender, Courtney Slender, Savannah Walker, Bonnie Chandler, Denya
May, Carly Sanford, Chloe Lynch, Chloe Richards, Georgia Dunham, Lauren Wilson, Brooke Sayers,
Gabrielle Rowe, Sarah Carter, Gabriella Boyd
Coach : John May

Manager : Cherylyn Slender

U16G/1 White – 7th
Struggled this season, however soldiered on regardless; all worked tirelessly, all knew it was to be a
challenging year however all seemed to enjoy every game and all worked well and respected each other.
The girls would have to have been the best sporting team in the competition and without conceding one
official caution, well done. Alice Boidin a consistent approach and ever reliable and ability to read the
game, Taylor Beaumont, a fantastic catch with unbelievable courage and toughness and a good thrower
of the ball, Maddie Carter, tireless and relentless throughout with the will to achieve and perform
regardless of her well being, Grace Davies with high expectations scoring some great goals a quite
achiever working hard, Lilly Davies, a great dead ball taker striking some lovely crosses and blistering
pace, Jemma Jones a heart as big as Phar Lap (its self) and a throw to suite with additional tenacity,
courage’s and versatile, Cassie Lees, Always available and giving her all, a attentive listener with great
team support, Heidi Lynch a superb right foot and without doubt has improved heaps a true galloper
(come back Heidi) Sarah Jane McLaughlin a no nonsense left sided player and a tough tackler starting
many great movements, Sarah Wade Smith ever dependable and willing breaking down the opposition
regularly with some blockbuster tackles, Lauren Wells always full of high spirits and always wanting to
assist her team mates, creating some great passes and scoring some great goals. Isabella Wiggins a
fireball and too hot to handle at times with excellent ball control and deft touches with the added skill to
bedazzle the opposition, Holly Wilson outstanding and showing no fear or favor applying some great runs
and solid as a rock. At the time of this report the Girls were running seventh in the table, however were

not beaten convincingly by any team, indeed as any coach would tell you we were unlucky at times.
Thanks to Scott Wells and Geoff Carter both were awesome in supporting the girls week in week out as
was all the parents, thanks to all the girls and SUFC Officials.
2011 - U16G/1 - White : Taylor Beaumont, Madeline Carter, Sarah-Jane McLaughlin, Cassie Lees, Grace
Davies, Alice Boidin, Lily Davies, Isabella Wiggins, Sarah Smith Wade, Jemma Jones, Holly Wilson,
Lauren Wells, Heidi Lynch
Coach : Steve Jones

Manager : Scott Wells

U22L – 6th
A great year for ladies in 2011. The begining of the season was the time to get to know our skills with first
time players and ladies returning after a break.Sunday at 9am for a game was a challenge in itself. Latter
in the season the ladies found their places and all work well together. Well done team see you ALL next
year.
2011 - U22L/1 : Shanelle Duncan, Elizabeth Glynn, Emma-Kate Weaver, Jessica Bansgrove, Carleen
Bonora, Angela Hearn, Emily Smyth, Jessica Thomas, Lucy Gegg, Elizabeth Carter, Jessica Crowther,
Elise Dale, Carly Dale, Johanna Geerligs, Yvette O'Reilly
Coach : Nathan Gegg

Manager : Neville Thomas

AAL/1 – 6th
The 2011 All Age Ladies Div 1 side was effectively an entirely new squad with players coming from many
of last year’s different teams. There was quite a large spread in the age of the players with several as
young as 16.
The season started quite promisingly for this team, picking up some good early results. The ladies
showed steady improvement and began to gel well as a team. As the season progressed, as with many
teams this year, the weather made consistent training difficult and regularly washed out games killed any
continuity. Wins became more difficult to come by against some very strong opposition. Despite this, we
did manage a few excellent wins against some of the more fancied teams.
Despite the difficulties, the girls never stopped trying and always put their best possible performance on
the park. Even when things got really tough, they stuck together and did themselves proud.
The later part of the season became a battle of attrition, with several player sustaining season ending
injuries and others playing injured just so we could have a team on the park. I'd like to thank the U16G
Blacks for allowing us to use several of their players during this period. All the girls that helped out did a
fantastic job.
Thanks to our manager, Ron for his assistance throughout the season and also Andrew Harrop for filling
in when my work commitments prevented me from being at games and training. Lastly, thanks to all the
ladies on the team who always tried hard and performed marvellously each week. It has been a pleasure.
2011 - AAL/1 : Eliza Gawthorne, Patricia Austin, Rosie Buckridge, Jacqueline Laffan, Kerrie Hawkes,
Hannah Christie, Ellen Sargent, Fiona Skrzypnik, Claire Sargent, Kaitlyn Sturges, Martine Lappan,
Kathryn Gilchrist, Hannah Denny, Megan Sturges, Fiona Harrop, Kirsten Kennedy
Coach : Phillip Sturges

Manager : Ronald Lappan

AAL/5 – 3rd
Back again for another season we had our core group and gained some great new additions.
A couple who had never played before soon learned the joys and tears of ladies football.

We played well against the stronger teams and just scraped through when we should have slaughtered.
All in all it’s been a good season , we only just missed out by 1 point becoming runners up.
As I write this(nursing a broken arm from the last game), we won our first round robin top 4 semi final and
are heading to the pointy end of the season with great determination.
We can do this!
Thanx for a great but frustrating season ladies!
2011 - AAL/5 : Janie Carter, Louisa Smith, Jenelle Catalogna, Mary Cook, Sarah Carter, Elizabeth
Rheinberger, Julia Clifton, Annabel Whyte, Carla Sawyer, Carolyn Howarth, Natasha Murphy, Jaime
Smith, Melissa Dossantos, Crystal Peake, Annette Harrop, Karen Dufty
Coach : Ben Whyte

Manager : Annabel Whyte

AAL/6 – 6th
With 12 returning players and 3 new additions, the AAL5 became AAL6’s. We were finally where we
should be.
With an average age of 42, the ladies continued to frustrate opponents half their age.
A hardworking backline of Deb, Deanne, Michele, Marina and Rhonda who stopped many opposition
goals.
Karen, Pip and Jane worked tirelessly in the midfield creating many goal scoring chances for Michelle,
Megan and Sue
Unfortunately we had a lot more injuries this season, with Leanne, Michele and Marina spending time out,
but we were never short in the backs as Donna played fantastic in any position, notably some great
games in goals.
With no permanent goalie this year all the ladies took a turn in goals, some with great results others not so
good (you know who you are !!!)
Our 3 new players, Carol, Leanne and Nicole were great additions to the team and slotted well into any
position, all scoring goals in their first season. Well done ladies.
It has been a pleasure to coach the ladies and watch their game improve each week. Thank you to all the
family supporters who turn up each week and provide for some entertaining commentries.
2011 - AAL/6 : Leanne Smith, Nicole Parlato, Carol Ross-Morley, Karen Doran, Donna Patterson, Phillipa
Rogers, Debbie Hearn, Michele Kralj, Marina Rowe, Deanne Cole, Megan Gilchrist, Michelle O'Flanagan,
Susan Dunn, Jane Manners, Rhonda Jenkinson
Coach : Martin Kralj

Manager : Susan Dunn

2011 Annual General Meeting
4 pm Sunday 13th November 2011
Springwood Sports Club
Macquarie Road, Springwood
Followed by a sausage sizzle and jumping castle.

REPRESENTATIVE FOOTBALL
2011 Springwood United FC Representative Report
This year saw Springwood United field teams in the following FNSW run competitions; Women’s Super
League, Division One Boys Youth League and Men’s Division 2 State League.
The 2011 season preparation started in October 2010 with the formation of guidelines for all rep teams to
follow, the trials started in November with all hands on deck. All coaching staff have to be thanked for their
time to run these trials for the WSL and then the BYL to help with the selection process for the 10 teams
that made up the WSL and the BYL for 2011. To all of the coaches that have worked all year in helping to
develop our players; thankyou for your time and commitment.
I would also like to thank all the players who came to our trials; our boys and men were well attended,
unfortunately though we struggled to get good numbers to our WSL trials. Our WSL Coordinator, Allan
Budin, spent many a long day on the phone getting numbers for our girl’s teams. I have known Allan for a
number of years; his commitment to Women’s football is unwavering and he is a great worker for this club.
Early 2011 saw the resignation of the club’s long serving Representative President Martin Doran. I would
like to personally thank Martin for the years of service Martin has given to this club and specifically in
getting the Representative arm of the club functioning.
2011 saw Tim Kelly take on the role of MSL Coordinator for 2011. The leadership team of Tim, the coach
of the 1st Grade team, Errol Warrick – Day and the reserve grade coach Peter Salmon has seen the MSL
team continue to develop in 2011.
2011 also saw the appointment of a new BYL Co-Ordinator, Cath O’Conner. Cath has done a fantastic job
in establishing lines of communication between the Representative Committee, all of the BYL teams,
players and parents. I know my workload has been made a lot easier by the work and commitment Cath
has undertaken this year.
I want to thank all the players for the way they all carried themselves on and off the field throughout the
year and the way they always wanted to know if there was anything they could do to help.
I would also like to thank the sponsors for 2011 without your generous support and commitment this club
would find it very difficult to operate financially.
To Trish Adams, our Representative Secretary, thank you your tireless work and devotion to football at
Springwood United. Trish is that quiet person behind the scenes who makes sure everything happens.
Finally this year has been a difficult one both on and off the field in all our grades. The weather has not
helped with sides having to play so many catch up games, I thank you for your patience and
understanding.
For us to move forward the representative arm of this club has had to make some changes in the way we
run representative football in this club. I would like to thank the Board of Springwood United for seeing the
need for change and supporting the Representative Committee in undertaking that change. The
engagement of the whole of the Mountains Community is important and plans are being formulated under
the direction of the Board to start this process. We have seen the introduction of the skills and
development nights on a Friday night. These have been widely supported both within Springwood and the
broader Mountains community and will continue next year. Other changes will be more evident when trials
start in late October and November this year and as we move into next year.
I look forward to working with you in season 2012
John Boyle
Representative President

Subway Boys Youth League Division One – Under 13s
This year’s season has without doubt been full of ups and downs. There is no easy introduction to
representative football.
In a very competitive football competition, our boys needed to start the season with a positive, kicking off
our season with the local derby against town rangers.
At home, although our first games result wasn’t in our favour, the boys understood what was needed to be
a competitive team at this level of football. The boys then focused and worked hard at training, with
success in round two, our first victory for the season against Balmain Tigers.
Although our seasons results may not show the true grit this team possess, our boys played with passion,
heart and put in week in week out. With a full season of representative football now under their belts, I
think the boys will be all for the better of the experience, if they choose to continue a representative
career.
Our players bring an exciting energy to every game, our team consists of Brycen Ladd with outstanding
performance in goals, Kyle Atkins who was our workhorse at left back, Harrison Slatford and Harry
Daczko were extra strong at right back. Sam Hayde, Josiah Wilson, Connor New and Will Proctor worked
extremely hard, keeping the back line in check and working strong. Mark Hancock, Lewis Hughes had fun
as running wing backs down the right side, Hayden Opdam and Jessie White controlled the middle of the
park, Zach Maxwell and Jake Minney had caused havoc down the left side as running wing backs.
Jjohnathon Souripanyu and Brandon Dechellis enjoyed the all important jobs as strikers.
I thank you for the privilege of allowing me to work with such a great team of young men, I wish all the
boys the very best in their representative football careers.
A BIG Thank You to David Opdam our team manager, he kept the team ticking over, famous for his
playing shirt handouts.
A Very Special Thank You to Stan Ackley for your continued help with our training sessions throughout
the season.
2011 BYL Div 1 – U13 : Samuel Hayde, Hayden Opdam, Josiah Wilson, Jake Minney Brandon Dechellis,
Mark Hancock, Zachary Maxwell, William Proctor, Jesse White, Kyle Atkins, Johnathon Souripanyo,
Harrison Slatford, Brycen Ladd, Lewis Hughes, Connor New and Harrison Daczko
Coach : Warren Ladd

Managaer : David Opdam

Subway Boys Youth League Division One – Under 14s
May I start by saying it has been a pleasure to work with and coach this team of boys this year. The year
seems to have flown by.
We have often been described as unlucky, as we often lost by only a single goal and are very competitive
in every game. I think we are better described as determined. Determined not to give up, determined to
always give 100% , determined to support each other, determined not to be bullied by bigger teams and to
give as good as we get.
The boys this year have learnt more about the game and their own personal development and style; they
have embraced more technical information and have a better understanding of playing soccer as a whole.
They have all grown individually and matured as young people and young soccer players.
At the beginning of the year we started with a goal to learn how to play a more controlled game, we learnt
about holding the ball for longer, about supporting our players , about using the park and playing more
strategically. We worked on and continue to work on control and the discipline of playing soccer. The boys
embraced this method and continue to learn and question their decisions and are very receptive to
instruction. To watch them when in control is to watch “the beautiful game”.

The season hasn’t panned out as well as we would have hoped, from a points position on the table. We
are towards the bottom, of what is a very competitive age group across all clubs. We have beaten teams
well above us and scared the hell out of the top teams; frustratingly we manage to draw with the bottom
teams as well. The boys have never given up during any game and have always sticked to what they are
being taught.
This season will hold many fond memories for me whether it is the excitement of an individual scoring, the
cakes and scones brought by the parents, through to the self belief that this team has not matter the
opposition. There is one phrase that has stuck with me and I know all the team members “Shoot Philo
Shoot” is the call that goes up no matter who is shooting.
As with any team there are many people to thank.
I would like to start by thanking George for managing and looking after all the bits and pieces that go on
behind the scenes, from making sure the shirts are here clean every week, to keeping all the parents
informed. I would not have been able to spend the time with the boys that I did without his commitment.
To Tim Kelly for helping me with coaching and saving the boys from hearing my voice all year, for the
fresh set of eyes and for being a sounding board for ideas. Cheers.
To all the parents, for the support they have given all the coaching staff and all the players, it has made
the job a lot less stressful and is extremely appreciated. To the support given by the club management
and reps board included in this is the other coaches for the rep teams, without your support and
knowledge (given freely) it would have been a lot tougher season.
Lastly I would like to thank all the players; they embraced a new way of playing and never ever gave up.
They often played in a position that they were not used to but learnt and grew because of it. I hope you
will take this knowledge with you on your football journey and share it openly.
2011 BYL Div 1 – U14 : Rhys Webster, Talisen Brown-Robbins, Harrison Gill, Izak Merchant, Ryan
Mifsud, Joel Nercessian, Daniel O’Connor, Jake Rowlands, Joseph Shanahan, Antonio Worner,
Philopateer Iskander, Chris Tsitos, Daniel Van der Have, Alex Newson and Jack Sargeant
Coach : Tim O’Connor

Assistant Coach : Tim Kelly

Manager : George Nercessian

Subway Boys Youth League Division One – Under 15s
Season 2011 began with essentially an entire new team, with the focus being on team spirit and
developing each individual player from the beginning of the season to the end, rather than a “results at all
cost” attitude.
Throughout the season, our defensive structure was extremely good with all the top teams struggling to
break through. As the season progressed, whilst maintaining that defensive strength, the players began to
gel across the rest of the park and started playing some entertaining football.
An interesting statistic: Half way through the season, across all ages in Division One Youth League, there
were only five other teams that had a better defensive record.
An overview of the team for the season:
Steve Allen: a new addition to the team who is a fantastic goalkeeper with great technical ability. Played a
big role in many games until unfortunately sustaining a season ending injury against Stanmore.
Aiden Williams: put into a new position at the beginning of the season. Was always willing to take on
advice given and quickly settled into being a critical part of both the defensive and attacking structure of
the team.
Jack Murray: a great leader of our team who showed experience and composure beyond his years.
Showed great intelligence on and off the ball.
Luke Hall: cemented his place in the heart of defence early on and provided a great option for headed
goals (especially the first one of the year that got Geoff jumping).

Craig Carruthers: a new, more attacking role in defence who was lighting quick down the right flank and
had great tenacity when challenging for the ball.
Jordan Lever: in his first year of representative football, proved to be an integral part of the team in the
holding midfield role. Was invaluable in his tenacity when winning balls and turning defence into attack.
Michael Wahlen: as the year progressed, became more and more of a natural leader through his work
rate, great attitude and willingness to learn.
Leighton Kondek: technical skills and ability to hold onto the ball against opposition sometimes twice his
size, more than made up for his lack of height. Was an integral part of our attacking structure.
Andy Wahlen: another whose attitude and work rate was excellent which helped him to develop
throughout the season as a player.
Luke Lehman: after a slow start to the season, showed great determination which reaped rewards
towards the end of the season has he began to show his full potential.
Shaun McCauley: the larrikin of the team who was great for team spirit. Showed great intensity throughout
the season.
Nick Self: Mr Versatile. His skill and football intelligence allowed him to fill in in many positions which
benefited the team as injuries took its toll.
Adam Taylor: a positive attacking player who’s ability to get a shot off or whip in a probing free kick proved
extremely valuable to the team.
Nick Dankwa: a physically strong striker who popped up for a few goals throughout the season and at
times showed some good persistence up front.
Bol Ker: extremely laid back off the field, but a great work rate up front who through his own tenacity
created some great chances for the rest of the team.
Thanks to all the boys for their efforts throughout the season.
2011 BYL Div 1 – U15 : Craig Carruthers, Luke Hall, Bol Ker, Jordan Lever, Leighton Kondek, Nicholas
Dankwa, Jack Murray, Nicholas Self, Andrew Wahlen, Michael Wahlen, Shaun McCauley, Adam Taylor,
Luke Lehman, Steven Allen and Aiden Williams
Coach : Geoff Abrahams

Assistant Coach : Josh Buggy

Manager : Gary Wahlen

Subway Boys Youth League Division One – Under 16s
Perhaps more now than at any time previous, there appears to be a growing consensus in Australian
football that to be successful and competitive in the world game we have to commit to coaching and
playing an attractive brand of football based around possession based passing, accompanied by strong
technical skill and tactical awareness. Trying to find our own version of this has been the primary focus for
the 16 years’ boys this season. Keeping possession of the ball on Summerhayes is no easy task but the
team have been consistently committed to playing football characterized by passing balls to feet, strong
off-the-ball support play and working hard to win the ball back quickly and efficiently.
This has led to a season which has seen many impressive performances in which the team have
impressed not only by winning games, but by doing so in an exciting and attractive manner. In any season
there will always be factors beyond the control of coach and players that can affect the destiny of a team.
In this season it was a combination of injuries and the weather that conspired to make our progress
difficult to achieve and maintain. However, the team showed that when all the various factors for success
came together, they were capable of beating any team in the competition. The team has developed
confidence and self- belief, accompanied by a growing maturity in their understanding of the game,
reflected in their decision making on the field.
Individually, the team enjoyed a very strong back 4 with Olly Denny, Mitchell Lynch, Chris Moore and
Jarrod Brown. When fit and together they were the most impressive back line in the competition. Olly’s

leadership ,vision and ability to play the ball out from the back, Mitchell’s speed and high work rate, Chris’
aerial prowess and attacking flair and Jarrod’s strength, ball winning skills and fierce shot, made them the
ideal combination . Behind them Boeh Stockdale proved to a goalkeeper of skillful agility. fine technique
and aerial dominance.
The middle of the park saw Sam Gilbert and Eddy Stewart develop into mature ball playing, high work rate
,dynamic players who were the heart of the team. Rodney Cormack showed significant attacking flair and
goal scoring potential to match his advanced skill on the ball. Giles Mc Loughlin’s vision, reading of the
game and passing were a real asset while Nick Johnson developed significantly in all areas of his game to
become a versatile player who made many important contributions. Jake Gomez showed his pedigree
and versatility throughout the season, playing in almost every position on the park with maturity,
confidence and match turning ability. Tas Pavlakis worked tirelessly on the left side of the park to great
affect making a fine team contribution, while Alex Hosking showed the capacity to make a big impact in
the final third while continuing to be reliable in defence.
In the final third Chris Fantin showed flashes of inspired magic and sophistication in his ball playing. He
was in partnership with Liam Bowman whose enigmatic brilliance with the ball at his feet ,always turned
heads and resulted in some very valuable goals. Dan Brown continued to play with passion and ability,
often revealing what a talented goalscorer he has consistently been.
Despite a very talented squad, the most valuable team member was Bronwyn Mc Loughlin whose
managerial skills were just wonderful and sincere thanks go to her from the whole squad and especially a
very grateful coach.
My sincere thanks go to the team and their supporters for the past 3 seasons, a journey now coming to a
close. It has been a pleasure to see the team develop over this time and commit themselves to playing
the “beautiful game” beautifully, respecting this great game of football and all it has to teach those who are
willing to give it their all.
2011 BYL Div 1 – U16 : Liam Bowman, Daniel Brown, Jarrod Brown, Rodney Cormack, Oliver Denny,
Christopher Fantin, Sam Gilbert, Jake Gomez, Alexander Hosking, Nicholas Johnson, Mitchell Lynch,
Giles McLoughlin, Christopher Moore, Tas Pavlakis, Edward Stewart and Boeh Stockdale
Coach : Mark Denny

Manager : Bronwyn McLoughlin

Subway Boys Youth League Division One – Under 18s
There are many words we could use to describe the 2011 season, however Ron and I have decided on
two that capture’s our journey this year, dedication and belief. Many of our team are studying for year 11
and 12 and or commenced the part time, full time working journey. Throughout the season each and
every team member has continued to commit to football with an overriding belief in their individual and
collective ability.
At the time of writing this report our Under 18s squad are sitting in equal 7th position with two regular
season games to play and two in hand, given the tight nature of the competition the squad has every
chance of making the finals series,
From a coaching perspective the season has been an extremely rewarding one and, both Ron and I have
thorougly enjoyed our season as co coaches. It’s been a unique experience, indeed a pleasure to impart
our knowledge and work with an extremely receptive group of young men.
At the beginning of our pre season our goals were simply stated. Play every player in the 16, every game.
Grow the player’s ability and skill, Win and accept draws and defeats as a learning experience’s. To this
end we believe the team has largely met its objectives, most importantly that each and every player has
improved from the original baseline performance established at the beginning of the season.
Whilst it’s easy to speak about improvement and development people will naturally look to performance as
the ultimate judge of our effort’s, and we are pleased to say that our team has proven to be a competitive,
capable and formidable outfit, rarely beaten by more than one goal with the single best defensive record

in the league. Given our squad is the single youngest squad in the league I’m sure you’ll agree it’s been
an outstanding effort by our young men.
During the season the team experienced several major injuries, despite these setbacks the injured players
remained committed throughout. We are immensely proud of each and every one of our players, for their
application, spirit and dedication through a difficult middle season.
Through injury and misfortune comes opportunity and Id like to recognise the outsanding efforts of our
Under 16s players who supported us through the injury period. On behalf of our entire squad our sincere
thanks for your efforts.
With the year end approaching and no matter what the score or position on the table we’d like to say a
few thanks;
To the players that played out favoured positions for the good of the team,
To our lads that played for our 20s, who pushed and challenged their ability at the next level, Well done.
To the parents for your ongoing support of Ron and I, for pitching in an helping us pull down the nets and
pack each week,
To the club office bearers for allowing us the flexibility to get on with developing our playing group,
allowing true development, we thank you.
To Tracey our Manager, Tracey on behalf of the boys, parents our sincere thanks for your efforts and
support of us personally, we’ve had some great laugh’s along the way.
To our family’s; who share our ups and downs on the football rollercoaster each and every week,
Finally I’d like to take this opportunity to congratulate the many efforts of all the teams playing under the
Springwood banner, in only the fourth season in representative football, the squads continue to do
Springwood and the wider Blue Mountains area proud.
Whilst each new season brings the inevitability of change, it is a time to celebrate the many achievements
of our young playing group, In closing I take this opportunity to thank everyone that contributed in any way
to our under 18s squad this year. As Ron and I say, it’s the people that make this club a great place to be,
all of you have made it easy for us to focus on what’s most important at this level, enjoyment of the game,
football development.
2011 BYL Div 1 – U18 : Jesse Gooch, Tjaye Hall, Tobias Elliott-Orr, Alec Higginson, Brandon Diaz,
Jonathan Buckley, Mark Barnaville, Michael Petricevic, Jye Doyle, Kelvin Kuntze, Jordan De Mattia,
Matthew Newton, Nick Pinch, Jordan Blake, Zac Townsend and Cameron Macsok
Coach : Ron Bissett

Co-Coach : Rod Petricevic

Manager : Tracy Blake

Mens State League Division 2
An early start to pre season with difficult practice games against tough opposition left the squad struggling
with injuries and suspensions to record just one win from their first six tabled games. This slow start
meant the team was always chasing the front runners of the competition, and try as they do a winning
rhythm alluded them for much of the season. This could be explained by the postponement of 5 home
games due to inclement weather and ground closures, and the resulting catch up games further
undermining any attempt at a regular and periodic training regime.
A winning streak was put together late in the second round with the team stringing five consecutive
victories. Coupled with draws either side, this accounted for an unbeaten run of seven games ( one
quarter of the entire season ), and placed the team on the outskirts of the semi final play offs, where they
ended up finishing the season.
On a high note, 10 players found themselves on the scoresheet, with two of these players finishing in the
top ten goal scorers of the competition.

Defensively the squad proved one of the toughest units to crack, and many an opposition team
complimented Springwood on what a physical and difficult team to verse. Four players from last year
Under 18's Youth League squad took the field as 1st graders, which arguably sits well for the future of
Springwoods State League Men.
2011 MSL Div 2, 1st & Reserves : Geoffrey Abrahams, Joshua Bartolo, Joshua Buggy, Bryan Campbell,
Oliver Carney, Justin Cavanagh, Daniel Cavanagh, Kaan Davies, Mykel Densley, Paul Farrell, Beau
Flaherty, Beau Griffiths, Robert Haberman, Peter Henderson, Aaron Jones, Gareth Jones, Matthew Kelly,
Timothy Kelly, Dylan Kelso, Nathan King, Scott Lane, Ty Lane, Damian Mason, Joshua Maude, Tim
O’Connell, Liam Rozanski, Matthew Salmon, Steven Salmon, Matthew Schensul, Craig Small, Blake
Townsend
Coach: Errol Warwick Day

Manager: Paul Jones

Womens Super League Under 12’s
I have never, in my playing or coaching career found a group of girls such as this years’ under 12’s.
Through every week, the smiles never faltered no matter the loss or the conditions under which they were
playing. For the most part, they were playing with as little as 9 girls per week. I couldn’t have been
prouder at the way they conducted themselves on and off the park.
ELINA Bohman - One of the most consistent players in the team, gave her best effort every single week
no matter what the conditions.
OLIVIA Hutchinson – Her dedication to training, games even when she is sick or injured is inspiring.
Never gave up in challenges and kept all the girls trying hard through every game.
ERIN Johnson – Always tried hard, always worked hard no matter what position or task I asked of her
during the year.
JAMIE O’Neill – Our dedicated goal keeper! Her courage to keep stepping onto the park should be
commended! Gave her best effort all year and was a great asset even when we put her on the field to
play!
TAYLOR-ANN Morrison – One of the most skilled girls in the team. Always kept the girls talking! Always
up for a challenge and even after losing a one on one challenge, gave chase and on many occasions won
the ball for her efforts!
BROOKE Brajnovic – No matter where I put Brooke on the field she was outstanding. Any task you ask of
her she excels at. An asset to any team and an absolute pleasure to coach!
CRYSTAL Howlett – Probably the most outstanding development of any player this year! Crystals skills
developed out of sight, she gave everything to every game!
TEGAN Bower – One of the most dedicated players in the U12’s team! Her skill on and off the ball was
outstanding all year. A few near misses in scoring a goal this year… Its coming Tegan! Well done!
ELIZA Howlett – Our smallest, most dedicated player. Always tried her heart out on and off the field. Kept
all the girls smiling all the year round! There is no shortage of heart when it comes to Eliza!
SKYE-EMILY Burnham – Skye is another such player who no matter where she plays on the field, she
excels. As a defender, she stopped some crucial goal scoring opportunities and as an attacker gave other
defenders a run for their money!
KEIGHLEY Tarlington – The Under 12’s Captain. Keighley showed this year that she could keep the girls
going no matter what. No matter what the circumstance she gave her best efforts and continued to shine
throughout the year!
SARAH Zarkis – Sarah is dedicated and skilled on and off the ball. Always putting her heart into her
football, if she continues she has a long and wonderful football career ahead of her!

Congratulations to all the U12 Girls. Thank you to all the parents who drove them around all year. And a
special thank you to my manager Judy – I couldn’t have done it without you, and also to Tracey Clark,
who assisted me in coaching the girls many times and gave me some valuable insight into coaching.
Thank you!
2011 WSL U12 : Brooke Brajnovic, Crystal Howlett, Elina Bohman, Eliza Howlett, Erin Johnson, Jamie
O’Neill, Keighley Tarlington, Olivia Hutchinson, Sarah Zarkis, Skye-Emily Burnham, Taylor-Ann Morrison,
Tegan Bower
Coach : Casey Palczewski

Assist. Coach : Tracey Clark

Manager : Judy Howlett

Womens Super League Under 14’s
I believe that our job has been to develop the girls in their future football journey. The whole objective is
to play football in the true spirit of the game and to respect your opponents and yourselves, while having
fun at the same time. The girls have worked hard during the year to improve their ball skills, football
knowledge and achieve these objectives. Whilst this was not reflected in the results each week, the
comments from other coaches on the quality of football played and how much they had improved was
very encouraging. I would like to wish the girls all the best in their future football endeavours.
2011 WSL U14 : Breianna Gilchrist, Briony May, Catherine Fyfe, Emily Clark, Emily Gibson, Emma
hegarty, Jessica Boylett, Jessica Cambourn, Kelsey Brook, Mikaela Pastore, Paula Mitchell, Samantha
Howlett, Sarah Parker
Coach : David Gibson

Assist. Coach : Chris Gichrist

Manager : Denise Fyfe

Womens Super League Under 16’s
We have to thank all the dedicated girls who trained and played their hearts out from the goalkeeper,
Georgia who played on the field when necessary and liked it, Paula who was our main keeper for the
season but also moonlighted as a player in the U/14's WSL, Olivia who had never played football before
at club or WSL level but has amazed us all with her ability, Mia who has played all over the field in most
positions, Crystal who has shown she can play in any position, Rachel the great organiser with every skill,
Chloe always has good touch with the ball, Tegan captain courageous and skilled in positioning, Amanda
has blinding speed on the ball, Christine attacks the ball and distributes well, Keira a graceful and
controlled player, Alison passing through defences is her forte, Jazz skilful and determined, Alicia always
thinking and choosing the right place to feed the ball.
This is our team and we started off with a bang at Bathurst with two wins and two losses and a draw
against tough opposition, but as luck would have it we lost Mia with a bad injury for eight weeks.
Round one washed out, and that became the story of our season injuries upon injuries and sickness, as
we had no reserves we used the 14's who were great all season and played above themselves in all
facets of the game.
The girls kept pushing themselves in every game and although they lacked a shot they defended
heroically and had a lot of ball possession. After the start of round two the team started to lift from a break
in training caused by wet weather, a new determination came in to their game and they finished with four
draws and a win in the last six games. Thanks to Judy Howlett our manager and club mother and all the
parents who put in the hard yards getting the girls to training and the games.
2011 WSL U16 : Alisha Boyle, Crystal Gallagher, Jasmine Howlett, Amanda Mcmahon, Kiera Minney,
Tegan Rayner, Mia Valleres, Rachel Watters, Chloe Rapisarda, Olivia Vallieres, Christine Granero, Alison
Warters, Georgia Walsh
Coach : John Round

Manager : Judy Howlett

Womens Super League 1st & Reserves
Another season done and dusted with a lot of good football played. With a very young squad and only 25
girls on the books it was always going to be a tough season but the girls banded together and were very
competitive. At times a lack of experience cost us games in the dying minutes but the girls never gave
up. Reserve grade played some wonderful football thru the year beating the top sides but slipping up
against mid table sides but their efforts were outstanding.
First grade fielding up to six 16 year olds and several 17 year olds performed brilliantly for most of the
season. They improved as the season progressed managing to pick up several wins and draws and
staying off the bottom of the table.
I would like to thank all the girls for their wonderful efforts thru the year as well as Manny (reserve coach)
for all his time and effort. Also manager Mike and Allan Buddin for the time taken to make sure these girls
made the park each week.
We are looking forward to our end of season trip and would like to thank Paul Northey for his dedication to
the BBQ and fundraising.
2011 WSL 1st & Reserves : Jessica Abrahim, Emilie Adams, Jessica Adams, Tori Axisa, Bridget Brien,
Nicole Britten, Taylor Budin, Jessica Clifton, Melanie Dighton, Amber-Leigh Doyle, Kyla Fitzpatrick,
Narelle Forth, Cassie Gough, Tegan Haberman, Alice Harrop, Caitlin Holovati, Georgia King, Larissa
Monkerud, Annalisa Nickols, Casey Palczewski, Lauren Palczewski, Ashleigh Stanford, Stefanie Trovato,
Alix Waddell, Danielle Wacher, Amanda Venndahl,
1st Grade Coach : Bill King

Reserve Coach : Manny Paneras

Manager : Mike Palczewski

2011 Annual General Meeting
4 pm Sunday 13th November 2011
Springwood Sports Club
Macquarie Road, Springwood
Followed by a sausage sizzle and jumping castle.

Merry Christmas and a Safe New Year

GRASSROOTS SUNDAY
FOOTBALL
U18/1 Black – 5th
This has been a “If Only” season. Out of the squad of 15 only 4 players played the full season, yet it came
down to the last game; a win and we would of been 2nd and the under 17 champion of champions,
unfortunately, we finished 5th.
Alex suffered one of the more serious injuries with a broken collarbone and thus had a much disrupted
season.
Nic Harrison was always put in 100% plus and has great ball skills.
Mitchell Browne was a great addition to the team. Browne is a very strong and versatile player.
Ashley was a sensation with his explosive speed, skill and determination.
Mitchell Robson scored some fine goals but a fractured wrist hurt his season.
Samuel was rock solid in midfield with a high work ethic and delicate touch and ball control.
Max is one of the most valuable players with massive skills, speed and vision.
Jeff was new to the team and added a touch of flair in attack. This year’s Golden Boot with 14 goals
Jayden’s fitness and effort was tremendous and kept us on top of the opposition. We missed Jayden
when he was injured.
Jared had a great season particularly in defence. His calmness under pressure was noted and
appreciated.
Nick Kramhoft was sensational in defence and often won Man of the Match awards
Joel’s season was wrecked with a bad knee injury but he scored a great goal against Rovers when he
was promoted to attack.
Tom was the key to the organisation of our defence, always reading the game well and controlling our
defensive structure.
Dylan has continued to develop into a classy defender. His strong attacking raids now a feature of his
game.
James, as always, a strong performer as keeper; he provided the talk of the team as well as giving coach
a number of heart palpitations
2011 - U18/1 - Black : Ashley Dickson, James Walsh, Mitchell Robson, Jared Robinson, Alex O'Connor,
Dylan O'Brien, Jayden Bennett, Thomas Winn, Joel Thompson, Max Peake, Nicholas Harrison, Jeffrey
Troth, Samuel Timbs, Mitchell Browne, Nicholas Kramhoft
Coach : Michael Robson

Manager : Bryan Robinson

U18/1 White – 8th
Compared to other years a bit disappointing in terms of actual results. However, that said we were one of
the few teams in this age group that went out to play football, and on quite a number of occasions there
were some brilliant, close games. The skills that we have seen in previous years were there, but the

results just didn’t seem to come. It was great that the boys still maintained their enthusiasm and passion
for the game throughout the comp. The bulk of last year’s team carried through, with a couple of new
players joining the team this year and who slotted right in. Thanks Nathan, Sean, Joshua and Fraze.
This is probably the last year that these guys will play together as a team, after being together for nearly
ten years, but hopefully some will still be able to get together in one of the AA sides next year.
It has been an absolute pleasure to be associated with these boys over the last few years.
2011 - U18/1 - White : Tom Synnott, Nathan West, Andrew Jones, Ashley Wacher, Bradley Millevoi,
Jordan Scoble, Alex Synnott, Alex Woodland, Jack Ticehurst, Joshua Sayers, Brendan Pitt, Griffon Millar,
Sean McLoughlin, Nicholas Lehman, Daniel Frazer, Khye Carter
Coach : Stuart Woodland

Manager : Robert Millevoi

U18/3 – Runners Up
I would like to thank all the Lads for the maturity they showed this year, it was hard to rotate 16 players on
& off the field, then even harder when we picked up 2 extra players. To their credit the Lads did not kick
up a fuss & players stood down so that others would get a run.
A big thank you to Mitch for assisting with coaching whilst he was injured this season & a big thank you to
Paul Parlato for doing a stellar job managing the team (must have been a struggle to tone down eh?).
Once again Lads, a big thank you for the way you carried yourselves this year, your Parents & the Club
should be very proud of you, I know Paul & myself are, it was a pleasure to be involved with you, let’s see
if we can go 1 better next year.
2011 - U18/3 : Robert Death, Steven Death, Andrew Dougan, Braydn Clifford, Harrison Fuller, Zak
Tregillgas, Martijn Rixon, Ty Parlato, Christopher Mackenzie, Jacob Green, Joel Doran, Mitchell Carr,
Samuel Walden, Geordie Fox, Lucas Magennis, Kobi Wheeler, Roy Nineham, Ross Morley
Coach : Roy Clifford

Manager : Paul Parlato

AA/1 – 9th
No report submitted
2011 - AA/1 : Daniel Seymour, Armen Giragossian, Phillip Hickey, Daniel Vallentine, Gavin Morgan, Kevin
Vidler, Glen Sullivan, Peter Dempsey, Jeffrey Thompson, Troy Roots, Grant Nicholls, Matthew Macleay,
Richard Ford, Shayne Fell, Jamie Dunn, Lee Beames, Benjamin Tonna, Bradley Cole
Coach : Peter Dempsey

Manager : Matthew Macleay

AA/3 – Runners up
With an age range spanning 33 years, the AA3’s is your archetypal family team…..supportive and
nurturing.
We weren’t here to win, we weren’t even here , necessarily, to score goals…we were here to be among
friends and to support each other to have the best time we could have playing this wonderful game.
We don’t see our coach, Leigh Banks, to be visibly overweight, our quasi-manager Ian Strudwick to be a
bit too round for his height, or our twiggy-like defender, Andy Smith, to be seemingly malnourished, we
simply see them as requiring our compassion and support in their quest for happiness within their
challenged bodies. And that we give willingly.
Some teams may have thought Tom Goudis’ and Christian Shaw’s ordinary attempts on goals to be
laughable, but not us….we were there to nurture them and tell them it is okay not to be the best. We love

you Tom and Christian…keep trying. We even take on players from down on the plains. Both Nick Spratt
and Don Sivell come to us each week seeking respite from their poor, suburban lives…we hold out our
hands and soccer balls to them!
You want hard-working, family values, then look at the Mackenzies. Patriarch Neil, with two of his flock,
Joshua and Nicholas, supported since birth, radiating, not the input of a highly charged night at the Cross,
but the encouragement of a team that accepts all their pitfalls. As is the case with Lachlan and Martin
O’Reilly....we are their true family, not the myriad of O’Reilly’s that watch their dubious skills week after
week.
Our three ageing warhorses Trevor Pride, Craig Harrison and Bruce Robbins, maybe faltering physical
specimens, but with the emotional nourishment offered by this ‘family’, the footballer within each has
grown. Reach for the skies, boys!
2011 - AA/3 : Tom Goudis, Donald Sivell, Craig Harrison, Bruce Robins, Andrew Smith, Neil Mackenzie,
Leigh Banks, Trevor Pride, Lachlan O'Reilly, Nicholas Spratt, Martin O'Reilly, Joshua Mackenzie, Nicholas
Mackenzie, Christian Shaw, Ian Strudwick
Coach : Leigh Banks

Manager : Tommy Goudis

AA/8 Black – 4th
This was a season of two halves - the first half was a struggle trying to establish each players strengths
and weaknesses of a virtually new team. Once established things started to take shape with six wins and
a draw in seven games. This at least has given us a chance of top four. One thing that has shone through
though is the sheer guts and determination to never give up no matter what. There isn't enough space to
write the praises of all the team members so to all of you WELL DONE!!. Thank you to manager Michael
Rawle for all his work ( except for flying off for long service in Canada, I'm jealous )
See you all next year ......Daryl Smith ( coach ).
2011 - AA/8 - Black : Daryl Smith, Matthew Hill, Andrew Simon, Adam Mathews, David Ellacott, Craig
Bamford, Mark McLoughlin, Luke Smith, Joel Nunn, Timothy Lehman, Allan Hung, Jake Hankin, Benjamin
Frazer, Jonathan Lees, Thomas Bamford, Robert Colquhoun, Jack Mills
Coach : Daryl Smith

Manager : Michael Rawle

AA/8 White – 6th
Congratulations, you have been conscripted into the national barry army, collect your equipment and
move to your position
Fox Stuart- Tank Driver- Slow moving at first, but once up to speed nothing will stop this war machine.
Johnson, Jarrod- New Recruit- New ...to the barracks, an easy whipping boy, but leaning quick.
Kibble, Jonathon - Machine Gun Nest- Dug in and immovable, no one gets back this heavy hitter at the
back.
Bonora, Gerard- Paratrooper- able to get in and out of tough situations, without breaking his own bones
Birkner, Janne- Sniper- Rarely seen, but when he does appear, a deadly (in)accurate shot.
Porter, Harrison- Bomb Tech- Uses skill and precision to get it right in the dying seconds.
Patterson, Joshua- Flamethrower- Comes in when needed and always brings the heat.
Nicholas, Liam- Communication Tech- Responsible for knowing where his men are at all times.
Johnson, Reece- Scout- Having to run miles and miles in enemy territory, and never runs out of breath.

Westen, Chris- Patrol- sits between enemy and allied lines and doesn't let anyone sneak past.
Wood, Luke- Frontline Solider- Goes head to head with the enemy and lets them know who's boss.
Dunham, Hamish- Black Ops- Highly trained at what he does and knows how to do it best.
Barrington, Adam- President back home- Faithfully backing his troops through thick and thin.
Krasny, Dylan- Dishonourable Discharge- GC.
Small, Jake-medic: called upoon always to come and save someones life
Small, Jono-medic: interchangeable with his brother.
Been an honour serving with you boys, long live barry whites.
2011 - AA/8 - White : Jonathon Kibble, Reece Johnson, Harrison Porter, Joshua Patterson, Liam
Nicholas, Jake Lewer, Stuart Fox, Hamish Dunham, Janne Birkner, Luke Wood, Jonathan Small, Jake
Small, Gerard Bonora, Christopher Weston, Jarrod Johnson
Coach : Liam Nicholas

Manager : Donna Patterson

AA Premier League 2 – 9th
This was a season defined not just by the mesmerizing football displayed on the field (predominantly by
opposing teams) but also by the absolute selflessness of the Springwood Prems, as we strived
to increase the morale and self esteem of all we played against –even chipping in with the occasional own
goal for teams that struggled to pass our iron clad defence that conceded just 48 goals all season.
Indeed the quality of football played on the field by this team of champions was often comparable to the
quality of the field itself; anyone who has been up to Summerhayes towards the end of a rain drenched
season will understand the sort of champagne football that this team displayed to those lucky enough to
watch.
During games we’d often hear opposition teams say “just like we did at training boys" much to our
perplexment… training? This training philosophy proved inconceivable for our squad and wasn’t a
strategy adopted by our team; however our dedication cannot be questioned - evident by
the consistent numbers we
got
turning
up to
tactical
sessions
at
the
Winmalee
Tavern each Saturday night before the game.
It’d be remiss not to give special mention to our Captain/Coach/Role Model, Matthew “Susan Boyle”
Morrison who could often be heard ferociously hurling support from the sidelines – whilst our FIFA fair
play award goes to Housey for his exemplary relationships, friendly manner and rapport with all officials,
particularly referees.
It’s fair to say that we’re not getting any older and despite Gump’s chiselled abs and raging biceps we
struggled with fitness throughout the year – indeed the support and commitment just wasn’t evident
this season. Injuries, work commitments, dummy spits and Pom’s debilitating sand rash proved difficult to
overcome – making this team better suited to FIFA on the Playstation than meandering around the
football park.
Coach : Matthew Morrison

Manager : Andy McEwan

AA Premier League 2 Reserves – 5th
All in all a good first season at this level, we are currently in 5th position with a chance of making the final
top 4 with 1 game remaining. We had some great results and equally had some crazy results and letting
ourselves down at times, there is no doubt the lads could have achieved a higher position had a little more
commitment been shown by some, we started some games with 8 players, clearly this unacceptable, we
also had a bad run in that not much training ensued for various reasons, next season we will only be

taking those that want to have a go and are committed to the team progression and training. We were the
only team in the P2R division to beat the leaders 1 – 0 on their home ground; they were undefeated with 2
games remaining until we hit our potential. Regardless I or others are not complaining as we are content
with the outcome, it was a great learning curve for the young guns. Three players helped us out
regularly, Chris Bartush (Goals scored) 1 Pat Bartush, Andy Mcewan, and Matt Moller all were excellent
with Matt saving our bacon many a time with outstanding saves. Big thanks to Neil, Craig, and Don and
of course the real young guns Steve and Robert Death, they were awesome and only 16. A Huge thanks
to Marty Berzins, Tom Bird, Jim Bird GS 2, Michael Churchward GS 2, Michael Collins, Evan Freame,
Jordan Futter, Josh Jones GS 1, Stephen Mcphillips GS 9, James Meijnderts, Ashley Montagu GS 1,
Scott Randall GS 2, Corey Voura GS 2 and Mitchell Fox GS 1. Stats are as follows: Played 16 won 7, lost
6, drawn 2, GF 21, GA 23 and Points scored thus far 23, with 9 teams in the division. Many thanks to
Shane Randall a brilliant and well organized manager always cleaning up my mistakes. Thanks to all the
supporters who supported and attended regularly, and a big thanks to all SUFC officials.
Coach : Steve Jones

Manager : Shane Randall

2011 - AA/PREM 2 : Hessam Hami, Matthew Morrison, Michael Jones, Adam Parsons, Alex Todd, Patrick
Bartush, Mitchell Fox, Martin Berzins, Christopher Bartush, Ian Davidson, Ashley Montagu, Jordan Futter,
James Meijnderts, Matthew Moller, Andrew Mcewan, Brady Robson, Matthew Lewis, Thomas Bird,
Joshua Jones, James Bird, Scott Randall, Mark Jansen, Evan Freame, Craig Lewis, Michael Churchward,
Stephen McPhilips
O35/2 – 7th
No report submitted.
2011 - O35/2 : Julio Martirena, Brendon Ackroyd, Mark Hurst, Paul Della-Libera, Sean Leehy, Michael
Segedin, Warren Kinny, Ciaran O'Flanagan, Andrew Graham, Nigel Stubbs, Roy Clifford, Bradley Cook,
Rory Shanahan, Morgan Drake, Alan Griffiths, Matt Lark, Christopher Gilchrist
Coach : Michael Segedin

Manager : Bradley Cook

O35/4 – 7th
No report submitted.
2011 - O35/4 : Michael Ward, Ian Colquhoun, Derek Chapman, Mark Denny, Michael Bales, John Baxter,
Duncan Walker, Tullio Penserini, David Harrison, Craig Adams, Ray Sherriff, Derek Temple, Clive
Bradshaw, Noel Lynch, Trevor Rowntree, John Hales, Robert Rowntree, Michael Lees
Coach : Ray Sherriff

Manager : Craig Adams

2011 Annual General Meeting
4 pm Sunday 13th November 2011
Springwood Sports Club
Macquarie Road, Springwood
Followed by a sausage sizzle and jumping castle.

Football Competitive Teams Summary - 2011
Position

Team

P

W

L

D

F

A

GD

Pts
Adj

Pts

1

U10/1

14

9

1

2

43

16

27

0

29

4

U10/2

14

5

4

3

25

27

-2

0

18

7

U10/6

14

1

9

4

3

28

-25

0

7

3

U11/1 White

14

5

3

4

32

24

8

2

21

6

U11/1 Black

14

1

11

0

6

47

-41

0

3

4

U11/3

14

5

4

5

25

24

1

0

20

7

U11/5

17

6

10

1

28

47

-19

2

U12/1

14

6

3

3

29

16

13

0

21

6

U12/2

14

4

8

2

31

38

-7

0

14

8

U12/5

14

2

12

0

26

65

-39

0

6

6

U13/1

14

2

8

2

17

38

-21

0

8

5

U13/3

14

3

9

2

19

35

-16

0

11

7

U13/4

14

1

10

1

4

54

-50

0

4

1

U14/1

14

9

1

2

29

4

25

0

29

6

U14/2

14

3

5

4

11

23

-12

0

13

6

U14/4

14

2

10

0

24

41

-17

0

6

4

U15/3

14

5

5

2

29

47

-18

0

17

1

U16/2

15

10

2

3

40

27

13

0

33

5

U18/1 Black

14

7

5

2

33

24

9

-3

20

8

U18/1 White

14

1

11

2

20

74

-54

0

5

2

U18/3

14

11

2

1

109

17

92

0

34

9

AA/1

16

2

12

0

18

52

-34

6

19

2

AA/3

16

12

3

1

40

18

22

37

4

AA/8 Black

18

8

5

4

52

39

13

28

6

AA/8 White

16

6

8

2

41

58

-17

20

9

AA Prem 2

16

1

14

0

8

57

-49

3

5

AA Prem 2 Res

16

7

6

2

21

23

-2

23

7

O35/2

14

3

7

4

16

29

-13

3

16

7

O35/4

14

2

10

2

17

41

-24

0

8

(tables as at 23rd August)

Women’s Football Competitive Teams Summary - 2011
Position

Team

P

W

L

D

F

A

GD

Pts
Adj

Pts

2

U10G/1

15

11

4

0

64

19

45

0

33

3

U10G/2

15

8

4

3

25

21

4

0

27

7

U12G/1

17

3

11

1

10

57

-47

2

U14G/3

14

8

3

3

24

13

11

2

U16G/1 Black

19

13

2

3

36

12

24

42

7

U16G/1 White

18

3

10

5

13

32

-19

14

6

U22L

14

3

9

2

16

62

-46

6

AAL/1

17

5

9

1

22

51

-29

3

AAL/5

14

10

4

0

41

11

30

6

AAL/6

17

5

8

4

17

32

-15

2012 REGISTRATION
Sunday 29th January : 10am – 4pm
Monday 30th January : 5pm – 8pm
Wednesday 1st February : 5pm – 8pm
Saturday 4th February : 10am – 4pm
Summerhayes Park Clubhouse

2011 Annual General Meeting
4 pm Sunday 13th November 2011
Springwood Sports Club
Macquarie Road, Springwood
Followed by a sausage sizzle and jumping castle.

10
0

0

27

11
16

0

30
19

Signatures

Signatures

FOOTBALL
The Nursery Trophy
The Little Legend Award
Most Promising Junior player
Kerry’s Motors Trophy (Most Outstanding Junior)
Andy Howard Trophy (Most Outstanding Youth)
The Bill Seymour Trophy (Most Outstanding AA player)
The Junior Girl Player of the Year
The Junior Women’s Player of the Year
The Senior Women’s Player of the Year
Trevor Pride Trophy (Most Outstanding Junior keeper)
Robert Stubbs Goalkeepers Trophy
Templeton Trophy (Most Outstanding Senior keeper)
Paul Bryden Trophy
B.M.C.C Shield for the Highest Placed AA Team
Coach of the Year
President’s Trophy For Most Outstanding Coach
G.E. Watson Trophy - Senior Clubman
Junior Clubman

Cooper Potter
Jonah Harris
Jack Hutchings
Samuel Patterson
Jake Scaramuzzi
Max Peake
Zoë Whyte
Alyssa Hartup
Eliza Gawthorne
Rhys McLaughlin
Jack Sargeant
Matt Lark
Ciaran O’Flanagan
AA Men Div 3
John May – U16G Div1
Pat O’Reilly – U14 Div 1
Craig Adams
Ty Parlato

REPRESENTATIVE FOOTBALL
The Martin Kol Player’s Player of the Year (1st WSL)
The Chris Bird Player’s Player of the Year (Res WSL)
B.M.C.C Trophy for Best & Fairest U18 – WSL
B.M.C.C Trophy for Most Improved U18 – WSL
The Martin Kol Player’s Player of the Year (1st SL2)
The Chris Bird Player’s Player of the Year (Res SL2)
B.M.C.C Trophy for Best & Fairest U18 – BYL
B.M.C.C Trophy for Most Improved U18 – BYL
The David Brown Trophy (Best Senior Player – SL2)
The David Brown Trophy (Best Senior Player – WSL)
SUFC Representative Team of the Year

Cassie Gough
Tegan Haberman
Alisha Boyle
Kiera Minney
Craig Small
Damien Mason
Joseph Shanahan
Brandon Diaz
Craig Small
Bridget Brian
BYL 16

NETBALL
U7 Nursery Award (Most Outstanding U7 New Player)
Viki Stanton Award (Most Outstanding U9)
Junior Award (Most Outstanding U10 – U12)
Best & Fairest U18 Award
Senior Club Person
Sue Ackerman Award – Outstanding Coaching Achievement
Jan Galea Trophy (Junior Umpire)
Hunters Shoes Umpires Award (Senior Umpire)

Drew Tracy
Jessica Brown
Henri Paul
Ruby Thorburn
Nahdi Hanrahan
Not Awarded
Demi Gregory
Kate Ashworth

THANK YOU to the many businesses who have sponsored our club
in money, gifts and service contributions this year.
Please show your loyalty by using these businesses where possible.
MAJOR SPONSOR
83 Macquarie Road
Springwood NSW 2777
T: 02 4751 1298
www.springwoodsports.com.au

PLATINUM SPONSORS

T: 02 4722 9223
www.gorillasports.net.au

T: 02 4751 8540
www.michaeledwards.com.au

T: 1300 550 212
www.bluemountainsaustralia.com

GOLD SPONSORS

T: 02 4732 6799

T: 02 4751 7155

SILVER SPONSORS

T: 9831 3700

T: 4733 7557

T: 9756 5104
T: 0424 506 457

CLUB SPONSORS
ACLIPZ HAIR DESIGN
HAIR SALON
383 Hawkesbury Rd
Winmalee

T: 0416 225 229

4754 4340

T: 4754 4740

T: 4751 7788
T: 4754 2482

T: 4751 2150

T: 4754 4099

T: 4739 8105

T: 4751 2222
T: 4731 5242

